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'
September 2, 1976

ECONO!.UC POLICY BOARD
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Proposed Agenda

Monday, September 6, 1976
No Executive Committee Meeting
Tuesday, September 7, 1976

PRINCIPALS ONLY

Tax Reform Bill

Treasury

Economic Outlook

CEA-Cornrnerce

Wednesday, September 8, 1976
No Executive Committee Meeting

Report of Task Force on Services and the
Multilateral Trade Negotiations

/

(
Friday, September 10, 1976

~~ Council

/

on Wage and Price

SBA

....

EYES ONLY
MINUTES OF THE
ECONOMIC POLICY BOARD
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
September 1, 1976

Attendees:

1.

Messrs. Seidman, ·Lynn, Greenspan, Dixon, Cannon,
Malkiel, Gorog, Moskow, Darman, :t\1cGurk, Penner,
Porter, Perritt, Alexander, McDowell, Chiswick,
Spaulding, Metz

Federal Income Tax Withholding Rates
The Executive Committee discussed the situation with respect to
Federal withholding rates in light of the inaction by the Congress
which results in higher withholding rates as of September 1. The
discussion focused on the utility of sending a letter or statement
to the Congress on the issue and who should send the letter.
Decision
The Executive Committee requested Treasury to provide a draft
letter to the Congress on this issue to Mr. Seidman's office no
later than 11:00 a.m. this morning.

2.

Policies to Deal with Structural and Induced Unemployment
The Executive Committee reviewed a memorandum, prepared by
an interagency task force and previously distributed to Executive
Committee members, on "Policies to Cope with Structural and
Induced Unemployment." The discussion focused on long-term
· alternatives developed by the task force dealing with youth unemployment and the unemployment compensation system, the
President's previous public statements on the is sue of a youth
minimum wage differential, the current practices of the Department of Labor in granting exceptions from the minimum wage,
the nonwage costs to employers of hiring short-term employees,
and the provisions in the income transfer programs requiring
recipients to be actively looking for work.

EYES ONLY

.~

EYES ONLY
2

Decisions
The Executive Committee requested the Department of Labor to
prepare a summary of research on the search behavior patterns
of the long-term unemployed.
The Executive Committee requested the Office of Management and
Budget and the Department of Labor to survey what inc-ome transfer payment programs require that recipients identify themselves
as actively seeking employment in order to qualify for the benefits.
The Executive Committee requested the Council of Economic
Advisers to prepare a list of research that is needed in order to
better profile the behavior of the long-term unemployed.
The Executive Committee requested the Department of Labor to
prepare a list of activities currently underway at the Department
of Labor to assist the unemployed with special reference to particular target groups such as veterans and migrant workers.
The Executive Committee requested the Department of Labor to
provide a paper on what the Department is doing with respect to
exemptions from the minimum wage.
The Executive Committee approved preparing a paper outlining the
actions taken on proposals made by the Administration during the
past 2 years to address the unemployment problem, potential
initiatives to deal with unemployment that could be taken during the
next 2 months, and potential initiatives to deal with the problem of
unemployment for the State of the Union message.

EYES ONLY
RBP

THE \VH!TE HOUSE
WASHiNGTON

September 1, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ECONOMIC POL.ICY BOARD
EXECUTIVE CO.Mt1ITTEE
FR0£.1:

ROGER B. PORTER ~~;0

SUBJECT:

International Commodity Agreements

A memorandum, prepared by Paul W. MacAvoy and David L. McNicol
of the Council of Economic Advisers, on "The Benefits and Costs
of Participation in International Commodity Agreements" is
attached for your information.

Attachment

COUNCIL 01 ECONOMIC ADVISERS
WASHINGTON

ALAN GREENSPAN. CHAIRMAN
PAUL W. MAcAVOY
BURTON G. MALI<IEL

August 26, 1976

MEMORANDUM TO:

COMMODITY POLICY COORDINATING COM}1ITTEE

~

FROM:

Paul W. MacAvoy and David L. McNicol

SUBJECT:

The Benefits and Costs of Participation
in International Co:rru.'1lodi ty Agreerner..'!::_~

M.ore than at any other time since World War II, the
international forums for discussion of commodity issues
now center on the need for buffer stocks, cornrnoditT
agreements and new funding agencies to finance organizations that come out of such agreements.
The full schedule of international conferences in
the corning year creates a momentum for resolution of
differences of opinion on whether such agreements and
institutions are beneficial. The necessity for each
nation to now have a public posture could by itself
determine whether buffer stocks are established in
certain commodities but not others, and whether a
common fund is set up to finance the new buffer stocks.
But making decisions because there is a meeting schedule
makes little use of a large repository of knowledge gleaned
from economic analysis and the history of previous experiments in commodity agreements.
This memorandum seeks to summarize the stock of
knowledge on how agreements operate and who receives
the benefits or incurs the costs.
Some of the findings
are obvious - that exceptional attempts to reduce price
variation in commodities are merited by the exceptional
size of period-to-period changes, and by the great
importance of commodity earnings to some of the LDCs.
But
it is shown that setting up working agreements that would
help the LDCs requires institutions and market conditions
seldom if ever found in the real world. Moreover, some
of the tindings are not so obvious - that the agreements
if set up under today' s imperfect conditions are likely
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to achieve the opposite of the aims sought by producers,
that even if they did work then the costs may be so
great that the world economy would not benefit, and that
even if they did and the costs exceeded the benefits,
producing countries would not benefit because all the
gains would go to consuming countries.
These findings are presented in summary form as
follows:
1.

The International Debate on Commodity Agreements.

2.

The Potential Benefits from Commodity Agreements.

3.

Types of Commodity Agreements.

4.

Pure Buffer Stock Arrangements in Practice.

5.

Restrictive Commodity Agreemen·ts.

6.

Conclusion.

They are not meant to be definitive, but rather to summarize
the current state of knowledge from industry studies,
university research, and the experience of governments.
Although tentative and incomplete, the summary does give
rise again to the warning that to ignore history is to
repeat it.

Attachment

1:

The International Debate on Commodity Agreements

Commodity agreements were a rela-tively minor policy
matter in international affairs until recently. This is
no longer the case; during the past few years international agreements on commodities have become a major
issue. The success of OPEC in tripling the price of
oil was the major direct cause of the increased movement
towards collective agreements on prices and exports.
The large increases in commodity prices during 1973-74,
and their subsequent decline, and several other events
also played a role in motivating producing countries
to organize. While these factors are relevant, they
are of a relatively superficial nature. The basic
cause of the increased importance of commodity agreements
has been the emergence of the Third World nations as an
effective bloc. Fifteen years ago, international relations
revolved around the East-West confrontation. Commodity
problems were then of minor significance to the developed
nations. Now that the developing countries have put
together an effective forum and organizational device in
UNCTAD (the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development), collective commodity policy has become a vital
issue involving confrontation between the industrialized
nations of the North and the largely underdeveloped
nations of the South.
The LDC's Initiatives
Commodity prices have been a major concern of the
LDC's for decades, and the suggestions currently
advanced for ways to stabilize and increase prices are
not vastly different from those made fifty years ago.
The novel elements in the current situation lie in the
emergence of LDC organizations as a significant factor
in international politics.

-2The LDC's appearance as a coherent bloc is usually
dated to the first UNCTAD, which was held in 1964.
In conjunction with UNCTAD, the LDC's formed the Group
of 77, which now includes approximately 112 nations.
The Group of 77 · (G-77) is only an informal association,
but its members have shmvn a remarkable degree of cohesion.
Operating within UNCTAD, widely regarded as an organization '' ... dedicated to exerting pressure on the advanced
countries to adapt their policies to the needs of the
developing countries,"JI
The G-77 in 1973, issued a statement calling for a
"new international economic order." This gave rise to
the "Declaration on the Establishment of a New International Order" endorsed by the U.S. Special Session on
Raw Materials and Development, held during April and May
1974.2/ This declaration contained three major points.
First; it asserted that the LDC's should retain a need
for improved terms of trade for raw materials producers;
i.e., higher prices for raw materials rela-tive to manufactured goods.
Third, the declaration called for
increased transfers of resources to the developing nations.

J!

I. Frank, "The Role of •rrade in Development." Helleiner
(
, p. 4) reports that some commentators ranked the
significance of the first UNCTAD with " ... the formation
of the first trade union in Nineteenth Century capitalist
societies." Whether this is true remains to be seen.
However, it may be v7orth noting that the Wagner Act was
passed 89 years after the first labor union was formed
in the United States.

]/

This declaration and a resoltuion entitled "Programme
of Action on the Establishment of a New International
Economic Order" were combined in a "Chapter of Economic
Rights and Duties of States," which was approved by the
General Assembly in December 1974.

-3These points stated by themselves do not convey much
of the sense of the 11 new international economic order ..
(NIEO).
Spokesmen for the LDC's use the term 11 economic
order 11 to refer to the conuition that 70 percent of the
world's population lives in the LDC's while receiving
only 30 percent of worl income. A new 11 order 11 would,
correspondingly, be a condition in which income was
more evenly distributed towards the developing countries.
These spokesmen also argue that instability in commodity
prices, and a consequent instability in their export
earnings, are major obstacles to development. The LDC's
argue that the terms of trade have shifted against
commodities, and in favor of manufacturers, and that this
trend can be expected to continue. Both of these points,
if correct, imply limitations inherent in present commodities
markets as sources of funds for development.
These assertions lead to the conclusion that any international program on commodities should attempt to stabilize
commodity prices and shift the terms of trade in favor of
commodi·ties; i.e., increase commodity prices relative to
the prices of manufactured goods. The first step towards
the creation of concrete proposals along these lines was
a resolution adopted by the United Nations General
Assembly in May 1974. This resolution -- Program of Action
on the Establishment of a New International Economic Order -directed the UNCTAD Secretariat to prepare specific measures
which over the year became the proposed Integrated Program
(IP) for Commodities.]/
The central feature of the IP is a set of agreements
covering more than a dozen commodities!/ which create an

21

See UNCTAD, Trade and Development Board, Committee
on Commodities, "An Integrated Programme for
Commodities" (TB/B/C.l/193) and "An Integrated Programme
for Commodities: Measures for Individual Commodities, ..
(TD/B.C.l/194).

~

The nunilier of commodities, and the list of commodities
to be included, changed from time to time.

-4organi~ation of both buyers and sellers intended to take
an active role in the market.s/ The organization, toward
the International Co~~odity Organization (ICO) would
intervene to produce and sell for buffer stocks of any
storable commodi-ties. The reo would purchase the commodity
in periods of slack demand so as to support price. The
stocks acquired would be sold off in periods of short
supply, thereby holding price down.

Operation of a buffer stock requires that the managers
have targets for prices at which t.o buy and sell. The
documents which describe the IP list several possible
ways to set these targets, the most controversial of
which is "indexation" whereby the prices of commodities
in the program would be tied to an appropriate index of
the prices of manufactured goods in world trade. Whatever
mechanism is adopted, the documents that describe the IP
make it clear that a primary objective of the agreements
would be to increase corrunodity prices.y

Y

~/

Agreements that create an organization which includes
both buyers and sellers but which is not intended to
intervene in the market are often called "producer/
consumer forums." A cornmodi ty cartel is an organization which is designed to intervene in the market
but which does not include consumer representatives.
The drafters of the IP recognize that higher commodity
prices would, on balance, work to the disadvantage of
the poorest nations. For that reason, the IP suggests
provision of "special assistance" ·to these nations.
The IP also calls for improved "compensatory financing;"
i.e., more or less automatic grants or loans to cover
temporary decreases in export earnings.

-5The IP's commodity a9reements also provide for the
imposition of export quotas and production controls.
These would not be used simply on a standby basis, but
would be permanent so that the amount that each producer
could produce and export would be negotiated within the
ICO. Another important facet of the IP is that the
agreements would be related by a "common fund," administered
by an organization distinct from the reo. The conunon fund
would be provided by both buyers and sellers and have two
functions.
First, it would finance the buffer stocks, in
that it would be used to acquire stocks as market
conditions require with repayment made when the stock is
sold off.
Second, the common fund would take the lead in
organizing commodity agreements and act as a central
management for all of the separate organizations created.
The Developed Nations Response
The United States and the o~her industrialized nations
during 1974-75 began to offer "positive responses" to the
LDC's initiatives on commodity problems. The United States
as unofficial spokesman responded to the LDC's concern with
the instability of their export earnings by accepting the
proposition that instability in export earnings is a
significant impediment to development.
Secretary Kissinger
argued that this problem was best dealt with by a system of
compensatory financing handled through the IMF. Compensatory
financing is a means for more or less automatically transferring funds to a country whenever export earnings fall
below some pre-specified level.]/ For example, if the

21

It is worth noting that compensatory financing has a
much broader reach than do commodity agreements.
Buffer stocks are unsuitable for some commodities
and the export earnings of many of the LDC's are
influenced by factors other than commodity prices.
A system of compensatory finance would be subject
to qeither of these limitations.

-6established base level of earning for some years is
$100 million, and actual earnings are $90 million, then
subject of certain limitations -- $10 million would be
transferred to the country. The amount transferred would
be repaid in years when export earnings were above trend
or, in some cases, converted to a grant. ~
The second major part of the United States was
concerned with the rapidity of the LDC's development.
The LDC's argue that trade in commodities has not in
the past, and will not in the future, provide a sufficient
stimulus for growth.
The United States took the position
that using commodity agreements was neither a promising
nor desirable means of speeding development.
Instead,
the United States proposed measures which would significantly
increase the opportunities available to the LDC's to enter
the markets of the industrialized nations by reduction in
existing tariff and non-tariff barriers to trade.
Th~se
barriers fall into three groups. First, most nations
employ various non-tariff barriers to trade, especially
import and export quotas.
Import quotas, of course,
directly limit the opportunities of foreign suppliers,
as do subsidies to domestic industries.
Second, most
nations set basic tariffs and then provide exceptions
which favor particular trading partners. A third significant feature of tariff structures is "tariff escalation,"
by v1hich there are increases in the tariff with the degree
of processing. For example, the DC's tariffs on copper ore,
concentrate and refined copper are low while tariffs on semifabricated copper products are typically in the range of
10-25 percent ad valorium. All three are to be reduced by
a program of eliminating such constraints over an extended
period of time.

y

The EEC recently instituted a compensatory financing
scheme called STABEX.
STABEX covers
commodities and
coun·tries.
The better
off of these nations are offered loans, repayable in
years, while grants are made to the poor
countries included in the scheme.

-7The response called for adding to sources of capital
for development as well. The thrust of U.S. proposals
was to interpose multinational organizations between the
private capital markets and investment projects in the
LDC's which would serve as conduits of funds.
From the
point of view of the suppliers of funds, the multinational.organization would serve to reduce the ''political
risks" of investment in LDC's --i.e., the risk of
expropriation. From the LDC's point of view, channeling
funds through a multinational organization is to reduce
the danger of domination by foreign corporations. The
United States proposed an expansion of the International
Finance Corporation and the creation of a new organization
called an International Investment Trust to accomplish this
increased intermediation.
The three major elements of the U.S. program -- compensatory financing, trade liberalization and means for
increasing the flow of private investment funds to the
LDC's --were not a direct response to the IP. The IP
involved direct intervention in commodity markets while
the u.s. programs purportedly attacked the reasons for
the intervention with other means.
However, the United States
did not entirely oppose commodity agreements.
Instead, the
United States adopt£d the position that commodity agreements
have a useful role to play in some cases and, hence, that
agreements should be considered on a case-by-case basis.
The Issues
The specific positions taken by the LDC's and the DC's
on commodities policy to date are somewhat different, if
not entirely distinct. These positions and their
ambivalence cannot, however, be fully appreciated without
reference to some underlying matters on which there is
general agreement. Much of the framework is based on
the commitment of the DC's to international cooperation
on economic development.
But the U.S. position was not
unanimously accepted by the other DC's. West Germany,
Japan and the U.K. directly rejected, with varying degrees
of strenuousness, ·the common fund.
The other DC' s were
ready to accept -- with varying degrees of enthusiam and
qualification -- the IP.2f The United States and the other

The splits in the ranks of the developed nations reflect
several considerations. First, the other DC's, especially
the ~uropean nations, have traditionally taken a much more
tolerant view toward cartels than has the United States.
Second, Canada and Australia are included to take the
position of major exporters, which they are. Third, for
a variety of reasons, major concessions on tariffs are
~ore difficult for European nations than for the United States.

-8DC's have accepted a responsibility for assisting the
development of the LDC's. This responsibility was first
formally accepted in a U.N. Resolution adopted in 1947,
and has been renewed on many occasions.
It is possible
to question the extent of the DC' s conuni tmenoc and the
effectiveness of existing development assistance
programs, but the DC's acceptance of a policy of aiding
the LDC's is well established.
This has a significiant implication for the role of
trade in commodities as an engine of development. 'l'he
DC's acceptance of a responsibility for aiding development implicitly contains an admission that trade alone
does not necessarily yield "sufficiently rapid" growth.
"Sufficiently rapid" growt.h is more a political than an
economic concept, so the rapidity with which the play
of market forces produces growth is not really an issue.
The point is that there is no existing presumption that
the LDC's must rely only on conunodity exports for the
revenues necessary to promote development.
This does not, however, imply any presumption in
favor of direct intervention in the conunodity markets.
It does not because there are other mechanisms for promoting economic development.
Development assistance
programs are one way, but it is recognized that they have
not produced self-sustaining growth in the LDC's. Current
spending on development assistance is insufficient and,
more important, the political situation in the DC's is
such that development assistance will not increase
significantly. Most experts would assert that direct
grants as the most likely Hay does not work well. Thus,
the point of departure is: if not increased development
assistance, then what?
The LDC's propose direct intervention in the
conunodity markets.
Higher conunodity prices would result
in a transfer of income from the DC's to the LDC's not
provided by development assistance. The IP as a whole
is not meant to entirely displace established forms of
development assistance, but it is understood by both
DC's and LDC's as an alternative.l_91
~0'

For example, a statemen·t issued by the French Government
in 1972 contains the following:
... By making consumers in rich countries pay a
higher price for these food stuffs and metals than
woul'd result from the free play of competition, France
is fostering the most acceptable form of aid-payment for
human effort rather than charity pure and simple.
(Quoted by Mikdashi

),p.59.
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The United States proposed to deal with the problem
of instability of export earnings with compensatory
financing trade liberalization and increased access to
private capital markets. The aim is to significantly
increase the opportunities available to the LDC's.
But this country has been ambivalent by expressing
willingness to consider commodity agreements on a
case-by-case basis. This acknowledged that there vms
no disagreement as to whether some commodity agreements
should be created. The disagreement was on the scope of
commodity agreements and their objectives. The LDC's
would use corru11odi ty agreements as a means of raising
funds for development.
The United States, along with
some of the other DC's, take the position that commodity
agreements had only a limited role to play and that
development problems are best dealt with by o·ther means.
The question, then, is what would be the consequences
of support by the United States and other developed nations
for a program of commodity agreements? Should the developed
countries move towards agreement with those proposing a
command fund? These issues are taken up in the chapters
which follow.
The discussion will be primarily concerned
with examining Hhat commodity agreements could reasonably
be expected to accompish, and whether it is appropriate
for consuming countries to enter into such agreements.

-10-

2:

The Potential Benefi t:s from Commodity Agreements

The objective of commodity agreements acceptable to
almost everyone is to achieve a measure of "stabilization,"
or a reduction in period-to-period variations in prices.
But the reduction in variations can be realized by cutting
off only the price decreasc~s, so that "stabilization" also
is a word to be used as a euphemism for higher corrunodity
prices.
This distinction is blurred by the existence of
connections between stabilization in each of its senses
and economic development. As economic development is the
principal concern of the LDC's, it is easy to slip into
the assumption that the underlying purpose of cowuodity
agreements is to speed development. The real difficulties
begin at this point. First stabilization at higher prices
has a very different bearing on development than does
stabilization which brings about a reduction in period-toperiod variations in price.
Second, it is widely believed
that price stabilization is warranted for reasons that
have little to do with economic development.
Discussions of commodity agreements often by-pass these
distinctions. But agreements or more specifically buffer
stocks to carry out agreements are difficult and expensive
undertakings. Consequently, whether the benefits of possible
agreements exceed their costs is a significant question, so
that the potential benefits of price stabilization have to
be specified in reasonably concrete terms.
This chapter reviews the various economic benefits that
are commonly claimed for price stabilization. The discussion
attempts to clarify the possible roles of cor~odity agreements
and, in the course of doing so, to identify the economic
issues involved in the decision of various governments to set
up or join an international agreement on prices and jobs of
some commodity.

-11~

Are

Co~nodity

Prices Unstable?

Commodi·ties are to a greater ext.ent than manufacturing
or services subject ·to inherent uncertainties in supply and
demand.
Weather is the principal source of uncertainty for
agricultural commodities, working through the system to
decrease or increase supply within a crop year.
The supplies
of the metals are reasonably stable but there are wide swings
in demand as a result of changes in the levels of economy-wide
investment and production in the developed countries. Furthermore, short-run supply and demand for most commodities are
price inelastic~ consequently, small variations in either
give rise to large changes in prices and incomes.
Table 2-l indicates actual variations in the prices of
17 commodities.!:!/ For the sake of comparison, similar data
are given for the U.S. prices of several manufactured goods.
Comparison of the "highs" and "lows" clearly suggests that
conunodity prices are much less stable than the prices of
manufactured goods. This impression is confirmed by the
coefficients of variationli which for the period 1950--1975
were at least tvlice those -of the selected manufaci::ured goods .1:;¥
Price swings in cocoa and sugar are exceptionally great froill year-to-year, with prices doubling or tripling in a number
of successive years.
The large changes in commodity pJ: ices produce instability
in export earnings, depending on the extent to which the LDC's
exports are diversified. The LDC's are often viewed as
"one crop 11 economies~ i.e., nations which derive the bulk of
their incomes from export of only a few commodities. This

l_Y

There were the corranodities specified in the Integrated
Program prepared by the UNCTAD Secretariat.
See "An
Integrated Program for Commodities," United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development, Trade and Development Board, TD/B/C. l/194, October 1975, p. 13.

Y

The coefficient of variation is the ratio of ·the standard
deviation of a series to its average.
If the values in
the series are independently and normally distributed,
a value of, for example, 0.1 for the coefficient of
variation means that values will be within + 10 percent
of the mean value about two-thirds of the time.

~.:Y

Except for bananas, wheat and rice.
'I'he coefficents of
variation are somewhat lower if the years 1973-75 are
omitted. Nevertheless, the coefficient:s of variation remain
much higher for commodities than for manufactured goods.
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'rABLE 2-1

Variation in Corn.t""L\odity Prices,Yl951-1975
High
Low
(1975 - 100)
bananas
cocoa
coffee
tea
wheat
rice
cotton

Coefficient of
Variat.ionV

sisal~/
wool
beef2./
sugar
rubber
copper
tin
iron~/

214.1
190.7
288.2
274.2
125.6
153.5
227.1
166.7
144.5
324.7
129.4
128.7
531.6
285.3
129.0
157.1

100.0
54.9
100.0
100.0
72.9
69.2
100.0
77.4
41.4
100.0
"26.8
16.9
100.0
100.0
67.9
61.0

.21
.38
.29
.55
.61
.38
.33
.20
.25

Electrical
machinery and
equipment

127.0

100.0

.06

mechanical
power and
transmission
equipment

103.0

74.3

.10

new cars

153.2

100.0

.13.0'

women's and
girl's
apparel

140.8

100.0

.08

jute~/

.18
.29
.25
.26
.14
.21
.22

I
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TABLE 2-2

(cont'd)

.!:/

Commodity prices were deflated by the lJ .N. world
price index for all commodities. The prices of
electrical machinery and equipment and mechanical
power and transmission equipment. were deflated by
the U.S. wholesale price index of durable manufactures.
The prices of new cars and women's and
girl's apparel were deflated by the U.S. consumer
price index.

?./

The coefficient of variation is the ratio of the
standard deviation of the series to its average
value.

1/

Series begins with 1954.

il

Series begins \vith 1955.

v

1951-1975.

y

1953-1975.

Sources:

International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (
) 1 United Nations
(
and (
).
U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics (
)1 (
) •

-14vicv.r is substantially correct, since more than half of the
LDC's derive at least 50 percent of their export earnings
from less than three conunodi ties (as shovm in Table 2-2) .
Only 18 of the 114 LDC's obtain less than 10 percent of
their export earnings from three commodities.
Moreovet, LDC export earnings have been relatively
unstable.
Table 2-3 presen·t.:s s·ome summary data on the
instability of export earnings of DC's and LDC's.
The
"index of instability" used is a measure of departures
from trend. 1\.ssuming that the deviations from trend have
a normal (i.e., bell shaped) distribution, a value of (say)
10 for the index of instability means that export earnings
will be within + 10 percent of trend approximately two-thirds
of the t.ime .l,Y -,l'he mean value of the index of inst:abili ty
for LDC's wa~ about 30 percent above that for the DC's during
the period 1946-1958. The index of instability fell for both
DC's and LDC's in the period 1954-1966, but the index for the
LDC 's \vas still more than twice tha"c for the DC' s ·li

1_41

For a definition of this index, see G. Erb and S. ScheavoCampo, "Economic Instability, Level of Development and
Economic Size of Less Developed Countries," Bulletin of
the Oxford University Institute of Economics and Statistics,
Vol. 31 (1969), p. 266. The verbal interpretation of the
index given above is only very loosely correct, and
should be used only to gain an impression of what the
numbers in Table 2-3 mean.
For discussions of the causes of instability in export
earnings, see A. MacBean, Export Instability and Economic
Development (Harvard Universi-ty Press, i966) , Chapter 2,
and M. Michaely, Concentration in Interational Trade
(North Holland Publishing Co~-; 1962) .
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TABLE 2-2

Percent of LDC's Export Earnings
Deri vc~d from Comnodi ties

-Largest
Commodity
Exports

Largest
Commodity
Export

All
Commodi Jcy
Exports

-

Numl)er

Cumulative

Number

CumulaJci ve

Number

Cumulative

90-100

1

1

6

6

12

12

80-90

4

5

5

ll

12

24

70-80

4

9

6

17

15

39

60-70

6

15

11

28

13

52

50-60

12

27

15

43

12

6~

40-50

7

34

10

53

9

73

30-40

12

46

11

64

9

82

20-30

18

64

11

75

9

91

10-20

15

79

7

82

5

96

<10

35

114

32

114

18

114
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TABLE 2-3
Comparison of the Instability of Exports of Merchandise
Plus Services of Selected DC's and LDC's

Index of Instability
Characteristics]:./

1946-1958
DC's
LDC's

1954-1968
DC's
LDC's

mean

17.6

23.0

6.2

13.4

median

18.1

18.3

6.3

12.8

median of upper half

23.3

32.0

7.8

17.8

IT<8dian of upper quartile

26.4

41.3

8.9

21.5

7.1

12.8

2.2

6.2

40.3

55.7

35.5

46.3

standard deviation
coefficient of variation
(percent)

~/ See text for an explanation of this index.

Source:

Erb and Schiavo-Campo, op. cit., p. 267.
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The significance of instability in export earnings
depends on the size of the export sector relative to the
economy as a whole.
Table 2-4 provides some data which
bears on this. For 25 of these nations, export earnings
were at least 40 percent of Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
in 1972. Most of the nations in this group have classic
"few crop" economics - not only are their export earnings
derived from only a fe'i.v commodities, but also the export
sector is the bulk of the economy. This is not, however,
typical of LDC's as a group. Export earnings were less
than 40 percent of GDP for 87 of the LDC's and less than
20 percent for 60 of the LDC's.
The overall description of the role of commodities
provided here is not controversial. Although there is
some dispute over whether the export earnings of the LDC's
are markedly less sty-~le than those of t:he DC' s, this is
not a crucial point, I and the instability of commodity
prices is well established. The impor-tant disagreements
are over the significance of the fact of instability in
commodity prices and export earnings.
The Benefits from Reducing Commodi·ty Price Fluctuations
It is generally agreed that to the extent that instability is an obstacle to development, international
cooperation to stabilize the LDC's export earnings is
warranted. 'rhis would not justify measures designed to
increase commodi·ty prices.
It might, however, justify
such measures as the creation of buffer stocks in some
commodities to even out price earnings.~]

l_§l

It. is not because any given degree of instability in
export earnings may have very different consequences
for an underdeveloped nation than for an industrialized
nation.

:J'

Because of perishability, high storage costs and
heterogenous grades, buffer stocks are feasible for
only a few conunodi ties. Compensato:cy financing can
have a much broader coverage and strikes directly at
the problem. Furthermore, compensatory financing
avoids the storage and interest costs associated with
buffer stocks.

-18TABLE 2-4
Distribution of LDC's Export Earnings as a Percent of GDP 1972Y

Export Earnings as
a Percent of GNP

>

Number of
LDC's

Cumulation

100

3

3

80-100

4

7

60-80

10

17

40-60

8

25

20-40

27

52

10-20

35

87

25

112

I

< 10

_y

In several cases, it was necessary to use the average
value of exports for 1971-1972.

Sources:

International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (
).
Europa Publishing Co.
and International Monetary Fund
(
)

.
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There are several ways in which instability in export
earnings can adversely effect development~~ Most of the
LDC's have greater-than-usual demands for l"nfrastructure
investment within their governments such as roads, hospitals,
and schools.
In many of the LDC's the government assumes
a substantial direct responsibility for agricultural and
industrial investment. Furthermore, development programs
generate a demand for foreign manufactures -- fertilizers,
cement, steel, machinery, etc. -- which must be paid for
with foreign currencies largely acquired by the export of
commodities. Government.s can tap the flow of foreign
exchange earnings in a variety of ways, but whatever
particular method is used, the foreign exchange available
to the LDC's governments might, in fact, depend on commodity
prices. Variations in funds available because of commodity
price variations can require costly delays in projects, and
add uncertainty as to the completion date of related projects.
Nevertheless, the available evidence does not support
the proposition that instability is a major obstacle to
development.
In an extensive statistical analysis of a
sample df LDC 's ,lo/ MacBea.n found a negative correlation
between growth i~ GDP and instability in export earnings.
However, the correlaJcions did not differ significantly
from zero, which is to say that this test indicates the
absence of any marked effect of instability in export
earnings on GDP. Furthermore, on each of several tests,
the relationship between investment and instability proved
to be not only statistically insignificant but positive; i.e.,
higher levels of investment proved to be associated with less
stable- export earnings. As investment is the means by which
development occurs, the findings are contrary to the proposition
that instability in export earnings is a major obstacle to
development . .f_G(

L~

For a summary of these arguments, see A. MacBean,
Ch. 1.

~·

~}'

MacBean, ~·cit., ch. 4. MacBean also buttressed his
statistical work with several case studies.

~o'

Several reasons \vhy this is so can be found. For example,
much of the funding for development programs comes from
external sources rather than export earnings. A second
reason appeared in Table 2-4, in particular, in over
half of the LDC's, export earnings are less than
20 percent or less of gross domestic product.

cit.
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A second justification for policies to reduce instability
in commodity prices is ba~>ed on the assertion that the boombust: cycle assumed to be characteristic of the cornmodi·ty
markets adversely affects the entire range of investments
in the LDC's.
The boom-bust cycle is regarded as a major
problem which buffer stocks, or other price stabilization
measures, should be used to solve.
In periods when demands
for commoc1i ties are high and are rising, producers expand
production and capacity, until the increased supply and/or
a decline in demand subsequently drive prices back dovm to
a very low level.
The investments made to expand capacity
then prove to be unprofitable, supply is cut back, marginal
producers leave the market and the cycle begins again.
In
the downturn, investment.s in relat:ed markets and in infrastructure also prove to be less profitable than forecast,
so that macroeconomic effects are realized by the boom-bust
activity in corru.nodi ·ties.
At first glance, the effect of a buffer stock on the
boom-bust cycle is straightforward. The buffer stock
would buy in periods of "excess" supply, thereby maintaining
price and producers' revenues.
The stocks acquired would be
sold off in periods of tight supply.
The result would be
stable prices and revenues, or, in short, a cure for the
boom-bust cycle.
This could be a correct depiction of buffer operations
as far as it goes, but it does not go very far.
The missing
element is a clear appreciation of the costs of the boom-bust
cycle, which are those of the "excess" investment.
That is
unprofitable investments are made and resources are, for at
least a time, unutilized.
With buffer stock operations
the economy-wide costs of excess investment: are simply transferred to the buffer stock organization.
There is very
probably no gain even to suppliers~~

2_¥

Suppliers would contribute all, or at least much, of the
costs of the buffer stock.
That is, suppliers must pay
out to the buffer stock when it is buying.
Suppliers,
then, would simply get: back in larger revenues what they
pay out to the buffer stock. This would not occur once
the buffer stock has accumulated a sufficiently large
pool of funds.
These funds, however, would still carry
an implicit interest cost equal to the return that
could be obtained in the best alternative employment
of them.
·,.
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Price stabilization, then, is not a cure for the
economic ills in the boom-bust cycle.
If a buffer stock
is to have a substantial effect on the cycle it must, by
stabilizing prices, reduce or prevent "excess" investment.
It may seem reasonable to suppose that stahl~ prices would
promote a stable pattern of investment, but this is not
obvious. To establish the point something must be said
about rhe relationship bet\veen price instability and the
investment decision.
A rela-tively simple possibility lies in vi'hat can be
called the "myopia theory" of the boom--bust cycle. The
myopia theory asserts that competitive firms place undue
weight on near-term conditions.
In particular, during
boom periods competitive firms falsely believe that high
prices will persist.
There is consequently overinvestment which drives prices down and so forces some
suppliers from the marlcet. A buffer stock would cure the
myopia by holding price closer to its long-run equilibrium
level, announcing a target price related to the long-run
equilibrium price and otherwise providing a sound basis
for forecasting.
But it makes the point that price gives
suppliers only "yes/no" information on investment. Price
does not indicate how much capacity should be added by
existing firms.
Consequently, if each producer and
potential entrant responds in the expected way, the result
can be "overinvestment." Marl:.:ets solve this problem by
trial and error; i.e., by squeezing out, via price decreases,
excess capacity. Given the process just sketched, even a
large well managed buffer stock would not cure the problem
unless the buffer manager knew exactly the long-run
equilibrium price and refused to buy and sell in the face
of small diviations from that price.
Price, if it is to
play its role as a signaling device, must be allowed to rise
by enough to attract additional supply as that becomes
necessary. A rush to invest, as described in the example,
would then occur. A buffer stock could, in fact, exacerbate
the problem if producers had reason to believe that excess
production would be absorbed by the fuffer stock.
In all,
the relationship between price instability and the timing
of investments is not well understood but, given the present
state of knowledge, it cannot be said that the boom-bust
cycle provides a clear rationale for buffer stocks.
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Commodity agreements designed to raise prices could
in theory produce increased export earnings, thereby
providing a supplement or a substitute for existing forms
of development assistance. For example, a statement issued
by the French Government in 1972 contains the follm·TiHg ...
"by making consumers in rich count:ries pay a higher price
for these food stuffs and metals than would result from
the free play of competi i.:ion, France is fostering the
most acceptable form of aid-payment for human effort
rather than charity pure and simple.''
(Quoted by z. Mikdashi,
"Collusion Could h'ork," Foreign Policy, Vol. 14 (1974),
p. 59) .
If so, t.he obvious question is: Are commodit:y
agreements a good means of making substantial income transfers
to LDC's?
The economics of the response are relatively simple and
very widely accepted.
Higher prices are an inefficient way
of making transfers, in the sense that sellers gain less
than buyers lose. 'l'his means first tha·t there is a net
decline in the value of goods and services produced, and
second, that a transfer of any given magnitude can be made
more cheaply directly than indirectly via .h.5.gher prices.
These principles were at least broadly honored by the
development assistance programs of the 1950's and 1960's.
During this period international efforts were based on
various forms of direct transfers -- grants, loans on very
easy terms, training programs, etc.
However, there is now
a consensus that such development assistance efforts have
not been successful and cannot be expected to increase in
the future .24" If it is widely believed that developmen·t
assis·tance will not expand, and free trade and access to
capital markets is going to maintain the LDC's dependence
on commodi·ties, commodity agreernents designed to increase
prices could be the only politically acceptable means of
speeding development.

:3

1

In his speech to the U.N. General Assembly in September 1975,
Secretary of State Issinger stated:
"We have learned from
experience that the methods of development assistance of
the 1950's and 1960's are no longer adequate."
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A rnc:ljor coni:ention offered in support of this pof::i tion
is that, over time, the terms of trade invariably shift
aga i_ns t: COin.~.'110di Lies .2 :il 1t!bethcr th:is has, in fc:ct, been SO
depends on the time ~eriod examined.
For example, the
terms of trade shift:ed against commodities bet.wc•en 1937 and
J3u·'-l.. to d-+-e r·nrctr-ol~-'--;c.,.lly
,.1ncomilnl'{-J··ea" -,--.. -,lyc..._c
]960 24t
1
)u
L_...
.
d ___
have concludE;d tha·t there is no pe:c;~istent tendency for the
terms of t.ra_d.e t:o shift <H) a ins t cornmodi ties.
•

c

Ctt-~

...

..LL-·~
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A second major contention is that the way ln which
comrnodity agre(:~rnents are received has a bearing on international stability and hence, on national security.
A
concerted political move on commodity agreE-)rnents in UNCT.l\D
could polarize the LDC's.
These considerations lie behind
the position that holds that by making concessions on
co:m:mod.it.y agre,~rc-,ents the industrialized nations would gain
some poli tica.l benefits and avoid r>orae poli t.-LcaJ costs.
If
this is gri.:mtc::d r the problem posed by COllh'110di ty agreernent:s
intended to raise prices is one of trading economic costs
against political benefits.
Putting the issue in this way is to assuQe that the IP's
com.'Tlodi t:y agrecm~~nt.s would be successful in increasing prices.
This depends on v1het:hcr t.he producers hc:ve tbe rnarke·t and
political power necessary to organize and enforce an agreement.
If not, then the consumers have to have the power to do so
for the producers.
The development natons do at least have a
semblance of Uw requisite pow·er and their ac·tive participation

2 ~/

The a priori case macJ.e for this proposition is very weal;:.
For example r it. is a:cguc:-d that. the manufacturing
indust:d.es are less cornpeti ti vc than the commodity
industries and that, consequently the gains to
technological change will not be passed along in lower
prices for manufactured goods.
Granting for the sake
of the argument that the manufacturing industries are
less compet.i~cive than the commodity industries, i t is
simply not true that a monopolistic indust.ry has no
incentive to pass along cost reductions due to
technological change.
'I'he comput.e:r.· industry is a classic
coun·ter-example.

2.il

Sec V. L. Sor:enson, International Trade Policy: Asrricul ture
and Development (Michigan State University, 1975), pp. 155-57.
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is vi tal for that reason.
This point., while seldom stated
explicitly, is well understood.
Consequently, if the
developed nations <1ccept a program of commodity agreernents
they create an expectation th3t the desired results will
be achieved and implicitly commit. thernsel ves to achieving
certain results via particular means.
This is because the
worst of results would be ·to have ineffective cornmodi ty
agreements -- the developed nations would gain the blame
as consumers, and thereby accrue all of the political
disadvantages, while at the same time incurring significant
economic costs from wide swings in poorly controlled prices.
It is likely U\ccl the failure of any program of commodity
agreements would entail large political costs and no
economic benefits.
To summarize, the discussion has offered three conclusions.
First, instability in commodity prices and
export earnings is not a major obstacle to development and
hence does not provide a solid rationale for conunodi ty
agreements.
Second, comrnodi ty agreements could have an
effect on development to the extent that they increase
corrunodi t.y prices but they are an inefficien'c and po·tent.ially
ineffective way of completing income transfers.
Thus, the
third crucial question for both the LDC's and the DC's is
whether a system of commodity agreements designed to
increase prices would be successful.
This issue is dealt
with at length in Chapter 4.

Commodity agreements need not be designed to increase
In particular, a pure buffer stock would function
only to -reduce period-to-·period variations in price without
increasing its average level. lvhile such arrangements would
not have a significant effect on development, they might
nevertheless have a useful role to play ~_§_las a means of
"improving the market."

prices.2~

2jl

Whether, as a practical matter, a buffer stock organizat.ion
would invariably attempt to increase price is an important
question.
This is discussed in Chapter 3.

2~!

It should be noted that this corresponds at least roughly
to the U.S. position at UNCTAD IV on the Integrated Program.
The united States argued that commodity agreements are not
a useful way of speeding development and proposed alternative measures.
However, the United States stated that
it was willing to consider cornmodi·ty agreements, including
buffer stocks, on a case-by-case basis.

-24This is th.c most complex aspect of the effects from
commodity agreements.
It is widely believed that
11
excessive" instabili 'cy in commodi-ty prices is undesirable,
but apart from possible effects on development which have
been discounted by McBean's findings there is little known
basis for this position. Given that buffer stocks are
costly, measurin9 the benefits of reduced instability
cannot be avoJ.ded.21 Therefore the question is whether
price instability Is simply a nuisance or a source of
significant costs to a country's economy or to the world
economy.
The Costs of Risk: The presence of substantially
greater price i~stability could in the eyes of some
investors make commodity markets "excessively" risky.
Again, it is not clear exactly wbat this means, but one
possibility is that period-to-period variations in prices
increase the costs of operation by more than the outlays
required to stabilize (e.g. by operating a buffer stock).
As the degree of price instability increases, both buyers
and sellers may be led to employ more working capital, and
hold larger inventoriesr both of which are costly.
Instability increases costs by requiring changes in production rates, by creating problems of scheduling the work
force, by complicating purchasing decisions, etc. Most
important, instability in prices typically implies
instability in sales revenues and as returns become more
variable the cost of capital to suppliers increases. A
buffer stock could, by stabilizing prices, lead to a
reduction in these costs and would be warranted if its
costs were less than the cost savings to buyers and sellers.

It is important to distinguish buffer stocks, and other
arrangements designed to stabilize prices, from contingency stocks. A contingency stock is held against
specific possibilities -- war, famine, etc. The benefit
of a contingency stock is its insurance value. As a
buffer stock would periodically be at a zero level, it
would not provide reliable insurance. Contingency stocks
have been proposed for foods, especially major grains.
vJhile these proposals are potentially significant, they
have not played a central role in international discussions
of tommodity problems. See R. Weckstein, "Do We Need a
World Food Reserve? A Counter Proposal," unpublished
paper, no date.

I

The possibility that U1ere would be a net reduction in
expenditures in an economy from !:mch a stabilization scheme
us unlikely. Any reductions in buyers and sellers inventories
would be matched by increased inventories held by the buffer
stock .2?" FurUJermore, in most of the commodities industries,
working capit.al 1::equircments are relatively lmv· and the
agricultural industries are typically not capital intensive.
These considerations suggest that cost savings would be
minor. The costs of buffer stocks are not typically minor;
as is discussed in Chapter 5, these stocks are often
expensive propositions.29/ While these comm::cnts are far from
conclusive, they suggesE that buffer stocks cannot be justified as a device for reducing costs.
Reducing Price Instability to Benefit Both Producers
COrts-Uffiers-------·-------~·-·
--·---

an.d

The most important contention is that price stability
benefits bo·th buyers and sellers. This sounds like r:netoric
but, surprisingly, there is a sense in wh.ich the assertion
is con:ecJc. The circumstances are those in which the price
changes and in \·Jhich the gains that buyers receive from
purch,:..ses are bo·th positive .30/ 'Table 2-5 prescmt.s a
hypothetical exa•.1ple which focuses first on t.he price change
effects on suppliers revenues. 1\ssuming tho.t the level of
demand at any price is constant and that snpp_ly periodically
shifts from low" to "average" to "high, "~1/ revenuef; are
li

~!}'

But this implies that priva·tc inventory cost would be
assumed by the Government, which may be one reason
why stabilization measures are favored.

22_/

It is also wort-h noting that existing futures markets
provide a way for buyers and sellers to escape some forms
of uncertainty. For example, a supplier can obtain a
known, certain return in the future by selling forward.
A buyer can, similarly, eliminate uncertainty over price
and availability by buying a futures contract.

3Q/

The argument developed here follows B. Hassell, "Price
Stabilization and Welfare," QuarJcerly Journal of Economics,
Vol. 83 (1969), pp. 285-298, which provides references ·to
the earlier literature. See also S. Turnovsky, "The
Distribution of the Welfare Gains from Price Stabilization:
The Case of Hul·tiplicative Disturbances," International
Ec()nomic_Review, Vol. 17 (1976), pp. 133-48.
-

3~_1

Supply is assumed t.o be perfectly inelastic and the elasticity of demand is assumed to be -0.4. These assumptions
do not affect the main point of the example.
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first relati vcly hi9h and subsequentljr relatively low.
Stabilizing price in these circwnstances increases
suppliers' revenue over the three periods.
This is not
a result that dc-op011c'l:::; on particulat::· numerical examples
but instead occurs whenever the demand is constant at
each price, demand increases as price decreases and supply
varies .3=Y But: of course buyers might lose by ·this price
stabilization. While this would appear to be the case in
example in Table 2-5, based on expenditures, care must be taken
in measuring consumers' loss.
Total expenditure is not the

3_.2/

The underlying economic proposition is that when price
is already low, relatively large decreases in price are
necess~ry to persuade the market to accept an increase
in supply.
·
The additional assumptio~ required to make the example
show gains for buyers is that demand increases at a
decreasing rate whenever prices fall.
This can be
illustrated as follows:
~
"(I
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With demand D and price variations PJ., from long-run
price P occurring in the market., a stabilization scheme
affects producers and consumers differently.
Producers
lo~e.sl from reducing PJ toP; they gain s 3 + C4 but from
ra1s1ng P 2 to P.
Consu~ers gain s
+ 8 2 from the price
1
reduction
but
lose
s~ from the price increase.
Thus,
.
~
the ga1ns are:
Producers

{ 83 + s4 - sl}

Consumers
{ 81 + 8z -

83]

or the net gains are s 2 + 8 4 .
But whether one or the
other particular group gains depends on the shape
of the demand functions.

TABLE 2-5
Example of the Effects of Price Stabilization on Suppliers'
Revenue When Demand is Constant and Supply Varies

(a)

Without price stabilization

..
Production
and supply

Price

( $)

Revenue ( $}

80

1.50

120

Average

100

1.00

100

High

120

0.50

60

Low

I
['

N

I

(b)

With price stabilization

Production
Low

Buffer stock sales ( +}
and purchases (-)

Price

Revenue

80

+20

1.00

100

Average

100

0

1.00

100

High

120

-20

1.00

100
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relevant measure, since buyers' '\·1illingness to pay"
for the total cunount purchased ·typically exceeds
expenditure ·3.J/ The difference between total willingness to pay and expenditure is referred to as consumers'
surplus, and it is this surplus which is the measurable
gain or loss from price stabilization.
Recognition of this leads to an interesti.ng accounting of consumerB gains in the example outline in Table 2-5.
Here consumers do gain less when price is lov,' than they
lose when price is high, because it is assumed that
willingness to pay decreases as consumption increases.
For this reason, the net effect on buyers from stabilization is positive, because the gains from preventing
increases exceeds the loss of surplus from preventing
decreases in prices.
It follows that there is a net gain
to buyers and sellers as a group.

To see why this is so, consider a case in which a
buyer is offered only a small quantity of the commodity.
This would be devoted to "critical needs," so the
buyer would be willing to pay a correspondingly high
price. An increment in supply would be devoted to
11
less cri·tical needs, 11 so the price that t:he buyer
would be willing to pay would decrease. And so on
as additional quantities are offered.
In the absence
of price discrimination, buyers make all of their
purchases at the going price, so the market does not
extract from buyers their total willingness to pay.
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The example considered could be very broadly typical of
agriculture. But in the metals, supply is relatively stable
while demand varies substantially .
In such cases price
stabilization benefits buyers, but suppliers may gain or
lose, so that there could be net gains or losses to buyers
and sellers as a group. More important, the question is
what happens when both supply and demand vary. The answer,
discussed in more detail in Chapter 5, depends on the
relative variability of supply and demand.
Suppliers may
gain while buyers lose, buyers may gain while suppliers
lose, or both buyers and suppliers may gain.~/
Could not as much be achieved without commodity
agreements? Most institutional arrangements do not offer
to benefit all participants in international markets.
Existing futures markets, however, cannot be so easily
dismissed. The effect of the futures markets on price
stability is controversial.· Economists have usually
argued that speculation is stabilizing.~; If so, the

34/

It should be noted that, i!> terms of the argument
sketched here, compensato
financing is not a
.. Compensatory
s ubstitute for buffer stc
financing simply serves
-tabilize export
earnings by direct transf · s. This does not effect
the gains to suppliers and/or buyers of stabilizing
particular commodity prices.

35/

Profitable speculation will generally be stabilizing,
s ince , for example, a profit is made on material
purchased "now" only if it is resold at a higher
price. This argument is presented in M. Friedman ,
Essays in Positive Economics (Chicago, 1953 ) , p . 175 .
For counter arguments see W. Baumol, "Spec lation ,
Profitability and Stability," Review of Economics and
Statistics, Vol. 39 (1957 ) , pp. 263-271); and H. Johnson ,
"Destabilizing Speculation: A General Equilibrium Approach ,"
Journal of Political Economics, Vol. 84 (1976), pp . 109-122 .

-30existence: of a future:~; market in a commodity reduces the
need for a conu-r1odities agreement that uses a buffer stock
to stabilize prices.
Others argue that amateur speculators
who are even-tually dri vcn from the market by losses -- are
frequently a destabilizing influence.
In this event, the
existence of a futures market strengthens the case for a
buffer s·tock.
There is a more subtle point that puts this issue in
a different perspec-tive. A supplier or buyer can "buy
insurance" against price variations on a futures market.
For example, a supplier can sell future production "nov-1"
at a guaranteed price.
But the entire crop would not be
sold forward, because if production is less than expected
the seller would have to buy back his own contracts. Also,
if the price in the future turns out to be unexpectedly
high, the producer would prefer not to have sold forward.
A buffer stock avoids these difficulties and so may be a
form of insurance ;.y
The conclusion is that a buffer stock which stabilized
prices could be an acceptable way of providing some benefits
from price s-tabiliza-tion to suppliers, buyers, or both 3 7/
This is a strictly limited conclusion.
It leaves open rssues
concerned with the practicalit:ies of buffer s·tock management
and the question of whether the benefits of buffer stocks
would exceed t.heir costs .

3_§/

See B. Mussell, "Some Welfare Implications of In-ternational Price StabiJ.ization," Journal of Political
Economy_, Vol. 68 (1970) , pp. 404-417-.----------

3!;

If this is so, i-t might be asked why buyers and sellers
do not organize a buffer stock.
It may simply be that
the costs of a buffer stock exceed the benefits, but
there are two other possibilities. First, it is costly
to organize the many participants in a market. A second
difficulty is what is knov-m as the "free rider problem."
If a buffer stock were organized, its benefit would to
to all suppliers or buyers whether or not they contributed.
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3:

Types of Commodity Agreements

Whether a commodity agreement results in reduced
price fluctuations or higher prices depends in part
on the kind of organization put together to carry out
the agreement. Almost any organization, as such,
would provide suppliers with a means to cooperate in
raising prices. Furthermore, price, and perhaps
supply, could become matters for negotiation between
buyers and sellers in some types of organizations.
To the extent that suppliers are dominant, the organization created could act as a cartel; to the extent
that buyers' interests are felt, the organization
might not attempt to raise price above the competitive
level.
These comments do not exhaust what can be said
about the institutions used to carry out cmnmodity
agreements.
"Commodity agreemen·t" is a generic term
that produces a variety of organizations. Different
emphases on specific provisions result in agencies
which serve different objectives and produce different
results. The question, then, is: given the objective -higher price or reduced period-to-period variation in
price -- what mechanisms are usually or generally required?
The first two sections of this chapter take up, in
order, pure buffer stocks and corriDodity cartels. The
discussion of these institutions provides the basis for
evaluating the mixed type of commodity agreements that
develop in practice.
Pure Buffer Stocks
A "pure" buffer stock organization acts as a balance
wheel by acquiring an inventory of the commodity during
periods of slack demand, thereby supporting the commodity's
price. The stock would be sold off during periods of
tight demand, which would limit the increase in price.
Table 3-1 and 3-2 provide estimates of such effects from
buffer stocks in copper and tin would have had if they
had beeiY operating.
In both cases, the estimates were
computed using an econometrica! model of the industry.
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Source:

Office of Raw Materials and Oceans Policy
(
), p. 74.
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Table 3-2
A·ctuaL L}.1E 'J?LTJ. Price and Estimated Tin Price
·'\vith:·a Buffer Stock, 1955-1973
(1963 Pounds Ster li..!g Per Metric Ton)
'

}

1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973

_/

~.

Actual.
price

Estimated
Price 'Vith a
Bu.ffer Stock

733.7
651 ...5
654.1
745.6
766.6
897.9
929.9
978.2
1, 407.6
1,624.6
1, 413. 3
1,246.6
1, 085.5
1, 102. 0
1, 111.7
1,004.4
972.0
1,147.4

810.6
794.9
775.2
820.4
800. 1
878.4
892.7
916.4
945.9
973. 7
964.4
1,030.6
1, 039. 7
1,088.0
1,119.2
1, 060.1
1, 054.4
1,177. 5

'".::.

Actual
Price J:-.1i..,.""lus
Estimated Price

-76. 9
-143.4
-121. 1
-74.8
-33.5
19. 5
37.2
61.8
461.7
650.9
448.9
216.0
45.8
14.0
-7. 5
-55. 7
-82.4
-30.1

-These estilnates· assume that the initial stock is 327. 5 thousand
metric tons and that purchases and sales are made so as to
maintain price within + 10 percent of the five year moving average
price.
Source: U.S. Treasury, Office o£ Raw Materials and Oceans Policy
(
), p. 65.
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The pattern of prices is much the same in the two cases.
The buffer ~tack would have supported price through the
early 1960's and would have, by selling, avoided the high
prices that prevailed during 1965-1970 and, for copper,
again in 1973.
These examples results are almost certainly
characteristic of price dampening results from buffer
organizations in other commodities. There is no real
doubt that a properly managed buffer stock could provide
a high degree of price stability. This does not mean
that a buffer stock would necessarily stabilize price,
however.
Operation of a buffer stock is not nearly so
simple in practice as it is in broad concept.
The operations of a buffer stock require the
existence of an organized market in ·the commodity)~!
Wheat and other agricultural commodities trade on the
Chicago Mercantile Exchange (as well as other exchanges)
and several metals trade on the London Metal Exchange
and the New York Commodity Exchange have this prerequisi·te ..39/ Given the price for the commodity established
by supply and demand in this market Aol the buffer organization would ·trade on one or more of-the exchanges in an

3_8/

Centrally held stocks are clearly possible in other cases.
However, in these cases price is, by assumption, already
under some form of control, so there is no need to create
a buffer stock to stabilize price.

3J!

Other commodities -- bauxite, for example -- are sold at
prices announced by producers or at prices negotiated by
buyers and sellers. Table 5(p.
) lists organized
markets in several major commodities.

4_9/

The details vary from one exchange to another.
Typically,
orders to buy or sell are placed through authorized floor
dealers. The dealers gather in the pit (really a platform)
in which the conunodity is traded and shout out the price
at which they are currently willing to buy or sell.
If
demand exceeds supply, it quickly becomes apparent that
bids. must be increased. Conversely, if supply exceeds
demands, bids and closing prices fall.
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attempt to stabilize price. This requires rules that
describe when to buy and when to sell~ As a practical
matter, these rules would be specified in terms of a
target price and a price band ;4)! i.e. , the managers
would be instructed to trade so as to keep price within
(say) + 10 percent of the target price. Target price
should-be set equal t.o long-run marginal and average
costs of production.
If the target price were set below
these long-run costs,4.1f production would exceed demand
and when the buffer stock reached the limit of its ability
to purchase "excess supply" price would fall.4_y
These prescriptions suggest that mistakes in setting
the target price will be revealed by the market. Unfortunately, this is not a solution to the problem of
setting the target price. First, mistakes even if
corrected quickly are costly.
Second and most important
if too high a price is set and a large stock accumulated,
the solvency of the buffer stock may be threatened.

~:V

Alternat.ively, a quantity rule, such as the ratio of
st~ocks to consumption, could be used.
The ICO would
be instructed to purchase when the stock to consumption
ratio rose some fraction above a specified level and
to sell when the ratio was some fraction below target.
However, the connection between the stock to consumption ratio is complicated and adequate data on
stocks is often unavailable. For these reasons, a
quantity rule would typically not be feasible.

42/

Long-run average cost includes the opportuntiy cost
of capital; i.e., the return that the capital employed
could obtain it is most profitable alternative use.
Long-run average cost also included any "rents" obtained
by superior factors of production. For example, even
if a superior block of land is owned outright, a rent
equal to what it could command on the market would be
attributed to it.

4_:Y

This statement assumes that production controls are not
imposed.
Production controls and export quotas are
discussed below.
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A significant part of any buffer stock would very probably
be financed by loans, and the loans would be secured by
the material in the stock.44/ If the stock becomes too
large, lenders would not orlly stop extending crcdi t but
might also force sale of the stock to cut their losses.
The result would be the bankruptcy of the buffer stock
and, perhaps, "panic selling~" which would be destabilizing. 4.5]
Various means for setting target price and some of
the difficulties involved are discussed below.
It is
sufficient for the moment to note that the target price
for a pure buffer stock is difficult to set.
But the
problem is complica·ted by the necessity to keep price
within a band around the target price. This rule will
work vJhen s·tructural, technological and cost factors
change slowly.
In that case, price will fluctuate
about a constant value or a stable trend.
In agricultural
markets, for example, large price changes are usually due
to year-to-year variations in supply.
The buffer stock
would (basically) buy in good crop years and sell in bad
crop years.
Problem~~ arise, however, when there are permanent
shifts in the determinants of supply or demand.
Suppose,
for example, that technological improvement of a substitute
product results in a large decrease in demand.
Then price
would initially fall below long-run average and marginal
cost and suppliers would incur losses on a long-term basis.

This means all of the stock. For example, a bank or
group of banks might loan the buffer stock only two-thirds
of the value of the stock, but the loan would be secured
by all of the material purchased.
The existence of a large stock tends to depress the
market, and hence creates the need for continued
purchases.
The process is in this respect self-feeding.
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Marginal suppliers might be forced out i~nediately but
otherwise t_here would be no new entry and existing
capacity would not be replaced.
This would reduce
supply and as supply falls price would rise toward
long-run average and marginal costs. Eventually, a
new equilibrium is established with price equal to
long-run cost but with consumption and supply reduced
in accord with the lower level of demand.
If the decline in demand were temporary, the buffer
stock should purchase so as to support price at the preset lower bow1d.
However, given that the decline in
demand is permanent, an attempt to support the price
will slow down the adjustment process and lead to an
ever increasing stock. Consequently, a buffer stock
should not attemp-t to support price in the face of
permanent decrease in demand.
Technological change that reduces cost presents a
similar problem.
Once the new technology has been introduced on a significant scale, price will tend to fall
toward the average cost with the new technology which is,
by hypothesis, less than the marginal costs with the old.
Suppliers who use the old technology will lose money, and
will continue to lose money until they leave the market
or adopt the new technology.
The buffer stock should
again, not attempt to support the price.
A large increase in operating costs while demand
remains constant provides a third and probably more
commonly encountered problem.
In this case, price will
initially rise, but by less than the amount of the
increase in costA6/ so that all firms experience losses.
The adjustment to-:-long-run equilibrium then proceeds as in
the first example.
In this situation, it would clearly be

~;

4

In the short run, suppliers will push production to
the point where marginal (or incremental) cost is equal
to price.
If the price paid for inputs increases, then
so does marginal cost. This implies that at the initial
price, firms will be willing to supply less than before
cos,t increased. Price consequently rises.
But the
increase in price leads to a decrease in the quantity
purchased.
Suppliers are then left with excess capacity
which is, loosely speaking, why the initial price
increase is less than the increase in average cost.
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wrong to attempt to hold prices down.
It is more likely
that the managers of a buffer stock would be under
pressure to recognize the full impact of the cost
increase in the target price.
However, doing so would
eliminate the incentive to reduce capacity. The correct
response for the buffer stock is to let price rise as it
will-- i.e., do nothing.
The common element of these three examples is t.he
need for a reduction in capacity.
If the buffer manager
defended the price bounds vigorously he would thwart
the required market changes, while accumulating a large
stock that would be costly to dispose of.
His decisions
clearly would not result in stabilization in the sense
of reduced fluctuations in price.
In fact the manager
of a pure buffer stock should act only to filter out the
effects of transitory events and not to block permanent
changes.
To return to the real world, however, it ·is questionable
whether an international organization could resis·t pressures
to preserve the status quo. Although this question cannot
be answered conclusively, it is possible to list conditions
which must be satisfied if a buffer s·tock is to be limited
to the task of smoothing temporary changes in price. First,
the rules of any international commodity organization (ICO)
must recognize the possiblity of permanent changes in the
market <md indicate that ·these are no·t to be resisted.
Second, the ICO must have a strong ce:.pability for analyzing
the market and must be under professional, non-politicized
management.. These conditions bear scant resemblance to the
guidelines and approach of those now proposing buffer stocks
in the Integrated Program.
Commodity Cartels
At the other extreme from a pure buffer stock is a
commodity cartel. The membership of a cartel is usually
limited to suppliers47/and its central objective is to
increase its members' profits by increasing prices above

~/

'rhe term "commodity agreement" is usually reserved for
organizations which include both buyers and sellers.
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the competitive level or above long-run marginal and
average costs. But there is nothing that precludes
incorporating a buffer stock in a cartel agreement.
If this were done, the target price would be the
cartel price. · Like a pure buffer stock, the cartel
buffer stock would buy and sell to absorb the effects
of short-run changes in demand an unanticipated changes
in supply. The buffer stock would, in effect, be
assigned responsibility for inventory management. This
would not be a vital role and commodity cartels do not
require a buffer stock.
An effective cartel must, first of all, have a means
for establishing price AS/ This is almost always
accomplished by negotiation among mem.~'Jers .49; Second,
the cartel must have a mechanism for limiting output to
the amount consistent with the cartel price. Output can
be limited by means of quotas or each member can be
assigned geographic markets.
Third, a successful carte~
must have a way of policing the agreement.
In the short-run,
the problem is to detect and deter price cutting (or
"chiseling"). The long-run problems are to control
capaci t:y expansion by cartel members and to prevent or
limit entry.
OPEC provides a dramatic example of a successful
cartel. But OPEC is, historically an unparalleled case,
and far too much has been read into its success. Maintaining an effective co~~odity cartel is very difficult,
and the prospects for doing so are discussed in Chapter 4.

4~

Or, in the unlikely event that sales are made through
an open market, a means of agreeing on the quantity
off_ered.

4Y

Which is a source of conflict. Low cost. sellers Hill
favor a low price while high cost sellers will favor
a higher price. Conflicting opinions on the
appropriate level of price can also arise out of
differing perceptions of basic facts.
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The rc:ol world enters here as well as in the case
of pure buffer stocks.
In most cases, it appears that
cartel behavior is governed by opposing forces.
On
the one hand, suppliers can increase their profit, at
least for a time, by forming an organization to increase
price. On the other hand, a cartel price above long-run
costs creaJces an incentive for "cheating" and attracts
entry. There are some means for dealing with these
problems6~ but they are not invariably effective.
Consequently, it. is impossible to predict on theoretical
basis whether a cartel organiza-tion will raise prices.
Res-trictive Commodity l-l.qreements
'rhe commodity agreements usually proposed are neither
pure buffer stocks nor cartels, but have elements of both.
It is useful to label such arrangements "rest:rictive
commodity agreeraen·ts." Specifically, a resJcricti ve
commodity agreement differs from a pure buffer stock in
that it invoJ.ves the use of controls on production and
exports.
It differs from a commodity cartel in that
buyers are represented in the organization, at least
obstensibly, the manger will not attempt to limit entry.
The question is to what extent will a restrictive
commodity agreement approximate the behavior of a cu.rtel.
The operation of pricing agreements provide one indication
of the answer. There are three mechanisms which might be
used to establish a target price. First, the agreement
creating the organization could specify that target price
is to equal long-run average and marginal costs, and
delegate the task of estimating long-run costs to the staff.

5_~

For example, some past agreements have attempted to
contain the problem of entry by establishing a
"free zone;" i.e., geographic markets in which the
market is left to determine price and supply.
The
total output of new entrants and "overshipments" of
members of the agreement are sold in the free zone.
The result is a free zone price that is below the
agreement's price. This creates a strong incentive
for purchasers in the free zone to resell in the
"regulated zone," and a variety of imaginative
procedures can be devised for doing so.
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Given the difficulty of making precise and defensible
estimates of cost, 2nd the importa.nce of target prices
to both buyers and sellers, it is unlikely that this
approach would be workable. The second possibility
is for the members of the ICO ·to agree on an "automatic"
rule such as those favored by the LDC's which use
(1) "indexationi" or (2) a moving average of past
prices~l/
Indexation would not likely produce a
systematic relationship bE:>tvleen Jche target price and
either the cart~el price or the competitive price.
Furthermore, buffer stock operations conduc::ed in
terms of such an indexed target price would not be
related to cycles in the market and hence, would not
stabilize commodity prices. While the use of a moving
average rule may appear to be more acceptable on these
grounds, i t could produce a target price that is above
the long-run competitive equilibrium.
This will occur
if the stocks acquired in defending the lower bound on
prices are insufficient to defend the upper bound -- which
will almost certainly be t:he case if exp•)rt controls,
rather than purchases, are used to support price in
slack periods.
The final alternative is periodic renegotiation
of the target price.
The rules of the organization
could s·tate that the transac-tions in the market are
to be triggered by departures of prices from long-run
costs.
However, given the difficulties in measurement,
the appreciation of this policy would not be very
restrictive. Target prices would basically be determined
by the bargaining power and positions of buyers and
sellers. The buyers' interests would lead them to seek
target prices equal to long-run marginal and average
costs, while sellers might well be led by considerations
of short-run gain to seek a price above long-run costs.

51/

See U.N. Conference on Trade and Development, Trade
and Development Board, "An Integrated Program on
Commodities," TB/B/C. 1/194 (Oct. 1975), pp. 6-8.
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None of the three available alternative would be
guaranteed to yield a target price near long-run
marginal and avera~Je costs 57./ While indc>~at:Lon \\ ould
probably be most unpredictaGle, whatever RPoroach is
cho~3en would ul tirnately produce results heavily
dependent on tactical decisions of the buffer stock
managers and on the moderation of profit-making
proclivities of the suppliers. These provide at best
weak insurance, againsJc the ever present oppcrtuni t.y
of commodity agreements ·to provide a means for sett.ing
prices above the levels of long-run costs.
7

Prices above the long-run cost level cannot be
sustained wi Lhout. l:Lmi tat.io:ns on supply: hm1ever.
Restrictive cormnoc1i ty agreements provide the necessary
means in export quotas and production controls.
These
are blatantly restrictive~3/ even though this fact is
obscured by the existence of other ra·t:ionale for "supply
managcmen t. "
One such rationale is that production controls and
export quoJcas should be available aE> "standby mea. sures"
to be used when there is a catastrophic decline in
demand.
The thought is that quotas or production controls
would avoid large expenditures required to support the
lower bound on price. ~vhile this is correct, the argument
does not stand up to close inspection.
If quotas are used
so that suppliers are required to accu_i1mlatC:~d stocks, the
international agreement merely provides a mechanism for
coordinating nationally held stocks and for shifting
costs from the buffer stock to suppliers.s4; If production
controls are used so that suppliers do not~accumulate stocks

51/

The more opposing price~, which vwuld maximize buyers'
gains, would be lower. C. f. Paul W. HacZ\voy, Pri_ce
Formation in Nat.ura~ Ga:s Fields_, (York, 1962).

51/

An agreement by domestic producers to limit production
would be a per se violation of Section l of the
Sherman Act.

5.!/

And if buyers contribute to the buffer stock, the
suppliers must lose by this shift.
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then working and buffer stock inventories will be
reduced at other times and it is very unlikely that
the buffer stock will be able to defend the upper
bound on price.
A second rationale for direct controls turns on
the length of time required to adjust supply. The
variable or operating costs of producing some agricultural corrunodities are very low relative ·to long-run
average and marginal costs. For example, once cocoa
trees are planted they will continue to produce for
many years with little or no expenditures required, so
that operating costs for cocoa production are well
below long-run average costs. Furthermore, these
commodities are often g1~uvm by small landowners who
cannot readily shift to other crops or occupations.
In these circumstances, price can remain very low for
several years before producers leave the rnarketSS/
Thus, production controls are necessary to speed-up
a painful adjustment process to long-term equilibrium
when demands have fallen to a permanently lower level.
This argument might have considerable force if there
were no alternative to production controls, but in fact
the straightforward cure is to allocate investment funds
to diversification-- i.e., a changeover to new crops
and/or the creation of new industries. Furthermore,
the use of export quotas or production controls tends
to lock an industry into an uneconomical pattern. Production by suppliers with high marginal costs should be
cut back more than producers with low marginal costs,
and low cost suppliers allowed to enterS6/ However,
high cost producers would oppose these rules and it is
unlikely that they could be followed by an international
org~nization.
If they are not, the result is excessively
high cost and lower profit for the suppliers as a group.

sy

See J. Rowe, Primary Commodities in International 'rrade
(Cambridge University Press, 1965), pp. 189-193.
For a case in which this issue appears, see I. Kravis,
International Commodity l'"lgreements to Promote Aid and
Efficiency: The Case of Coffee, Canadian Journal of
Economics and Political s-ru:;nce, Vol. ·1_- (1968),
pp.· 295-317.
'
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The conclusion is that export quotas and production
controls have no role to play if the objective of a buffer
stock is to reduce period-to-period variations in price,
but they clearly do have a role if the objective is a
higher price. A price in excess of long-run marginal
and average costs cannot be sustained unless supply is
limited, and it is for such ~upply limitation that export
quotas and production controls are necessary.
If price is increased above the competitive level,
the organization has to find ways of allocating shares
and preventing price chiseling to increase shares when
supply exceeds demands. Many organizations are now
trying to convince buyers to provide these ways.
In
particular, buyers would agree not to pay less than the
agreed price and not to accept any shipments but those
certified by the organization as within the suppliers
quota. vJhile this would be superior to the mGans
. available to a cartel, it would be at best a shaky
system because j_t is in the buyers economic if not
political self-interest to encourage price cutting.
Commodity agreernent.s typically do not coni:ain any
direct mechanisms or administrative means of limiting
entry.
The absence of a control mechanism on entry in
some cases means that prices could not be permanently
increased above ·the compe·ti tive level.
However, when
technical or cost barriers are substantial, prices
could be increased substantially as well without
provoking entry. Also, it might be possible to contain
the problem of entry by establishing "free zones" --i.e.,
markets in which prices are not controlled -- or where
consumer discipline is maintained by refusing to give
new suppliers a quota. Hmvever, this would be a type
of economic warefare and the victims could be the least
developed of the LDC's, so that the political disadvantages
are potentially very substantial. In all, the lack of
instruments here should result in long-run determination
of price levels set above costs, particularly in agricultural commodities where entry is relatively easy.
There also have to be organizational means for completing
the financing of buffer stocks.
If target prices are set
above long-term costs, export quotas and production
controls are not used and buyers pay the entire cost of
the buffer stock, suppliers will produce more than the
market \.\ ill absorb at the target price and the "excess
production" will be taken off the market by the buffer
7
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stock at the buyers expense. Essentially the same
result can occur under less extreme asswnptions.
Suppose, for example, that on average target prices
are set at two and a half times costs and that buyers
pay one-half the cost of the buffer stock.
Suppliers
could, then, earn a profit equal to half of their
cost by selling excess production to the buffer stock.
Of course, it would be necessary to limit this process,
and the way of doing so is by imposing limi t.s on the
financing of the stock by buyers. This is to require
a formula for participation closely geared to the
motives and operations of price controls.
Such a
formula is not easy to come by.
In sumi·nary, it appears that the mechanisms for
restrictive com..rnodity agreements ha.ve much in common
wiJch those of conrrnodi ty ca.rtels. The commodity
agreemen·ts require a combination of: (1) pricing
mechanisms that are likely to yield a price above the
compe·titive level; (2) exporl quotas and product~ion
controls for limiting output; and (3) means for
policing the agreement. The fact that buyers would
be represented presumably would limit the a.bility of
a restrictive agreement to increase price.
Nevertheless,
the mechanisms, the problems and prospects for success
of a restrictive conLrnodi ty agreement are basically those
of a cartel rather than those of a pure buffer stock.
Conclusion
There are several ins ti tut~ional requirements that
must be satisfied for a pure buffer stock to operate
in order to stabilize prices:
(1) there has to be
an open marke'c; (2) the stock should be self-liquidating
in the sense that purchases and sales balance over the
cycle in demand; (3) target prices must be set by a
trigger mechanism to approximate long-run average and
marginal costs; (4) the stock managers must recognize
basic changes in the supply or demand market and not act
to thwart them; and (5) export quotas and production
controls should not be used, even on a standby basis.
If these conditions are satisfied, the buffer stock
would be limited to the task of reducing period-to-period
variations in price.
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A rest:cictive commodity agreement designed to
increase price would not require a buffer stock but
rather \vould require: (1)
a In.echanism for setting
prices on a day-to-day basis; (2)
a means such as
export quotas and/or production controls for limiting
supply; and (3)
a means for policing the agreement.
The first two of these requirements are easily met.
The crucial problem would be that of policing the
agreement and, especially, of limiting entry.
These guidelines provide working definitions of
a pure buffer stock and a restrictive corrunodity agreement. As such, they cast in terms of specific
mechanisms the preceding chapter's distinction between
alternative roles of comrnodi·ty agreements ····- economic
development vs. reduction in price fluctuations.
A
pure buffer stock is designed only to reduce period-toperiod variations in price.
Restrictive provisions
especially production controls and export quotas -- are
not required for price stabilization in this sense.
They serve, instead, as a means of increasing prices
and thereby transferring income from the industrialized
nations to the LDC's.
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4:

Pure Buffer Stock Arrangements in Practice

Given that wide fluctuations in prices are undesirable,
there accordingly would seem to·be little objection in
principle to an organization that is put into place for
the purpose of reducing period-to-period variations in
price. If a pure buffer stock were limited to this task,
the major question is whether the benefits of reducing
variations in price exceed the costs of the operation
in practice. The ambiguous policy that the United States
has adopted adds spice to this issue. The United States
has agreed to consider commodity agreements, including
buffer stocks on a case-by-case basis, which raises the
question: In what cases is a buffer stock economically
warranted?
The first two sections of this chapter take up succesively
the costs and the benefits of pure buffer stocks. The final
section presents a tentative identification of the commodities
which are the most promising candidates for buffer stock
organizations.
The Costs of Buffer Stocks
Discussions of commodity agreements often assume that
the capital costs of establishing a buffer stock would be
modest. This probably reflects the fact that the tin
buffer stock, only buffer stock to operate systematically
throughout the post-war years, is small and hence not
costly in dollar terms. However, large buffer stock
will, in many cases, be required to obtain a significant
degree of price stability and will require billions of
dollars in initial capital outlays in a number of cases.
The maximum size of the copper stock required for
the example operations in Table 3-1 was 4.8 million tons,
which would have had an acquisition cost of roughly
$5 billion. The maximum size of the tin stock {cf.
Table 3-2) was estimated to be 384,000 metric tons with
an acquisition cost of about $800 million.~?/ Table 4-1

u.s.

Treasury, Office of Raw Materials and Oceans
cit., p. 74 and p. 66.
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Table 4-l
Estimated Maximurn Capital Costs..!_/ for Buffer Stocks m Cmnmodities
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The estimate is of the rnaximmn addition to the stock in a single year under certain assun'lptions (cf. Appendix 5-l)
The esh1nateC:. values would increase i£ the assu:med conditions persisted for more than one year,
~:o, l Oo/c :r1crease il1 supply would not threaten a price iloor l O% below the base price .
Co::.--:.J.putcd for a l O% variation in den1and rather than supply .
U.S. Departm.ent of the Treasury, Office of Raw 1vlaterials and Oceans Policy, £12.• cit.
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presents rough estimates for the maximum capital costs
of buffer si:ocks in 13 other commodities 58/ranging from
a low of about $77 million (t.ea) to a hign ___ of over
$2.8 billion (wheat).
'The sume of the estimated initial
outlays is $14.7 billion or, excluding copper, $9.7 billion.
This is a high estimate, and the question is whether by
pooling buffer stock outlays or by using other rules of
operation the amount of capital required could be reduced.
If the commodity mz:trke·ts move toge·ther ar3 in 1973-74, then
pooling would not reduce capital costs.
However, if the
markets move independently, then the stocks for some
conmtodities would be "full" while those for others were
"empty" so that pooling wotJld reduce capital costs. 'Table 4-2
shows the simple correlation between the deflated prices of
the 16 commodi-ties t:hat appeared in 'l'able 2-2.59/ It is
remarkable that 64 out of the 120 corre1ationsare either
negative or zero.
'To this extent, commodity prices do not
tend to move togeU1er so that pooling would have substantial
advantages.§_Q/
Capital costs, although relevant, are not the only
costs of a buffer stock operation. There are, in fact,
four components to the costs of a buffer stock, the
interes-t cost on the funds employed, thE-~ costs of storage,
the administrative expenses of the buffer stock organization,
and t.he "trading cost;" (the difference betvleen the revenue
obtained v.rhen a stock is sold and acquisition cost of the
stock minus any brokerage fees).
'The total costs of the

5!2./

It v.ras assumed in making these estimates ·that supply
or demand varies by + 10 percent, and that the buffer
stock trades to keep-prtce wi-thin + 10 percen-t of a
target level.
Other values that entered the
computation appear in the right hand colunms of the
table.
'The formula employed is explained in
Appendix 5-l.

5V

'The same series were used in computing the correlation
coefficients as were used to compute the coefficients
of variation given in Table 2-2.

6~

Assume that the market is "slack" in one period, "average"
in another and "tight" in the third, but not in the same
order in each of the com'Tiodities. Given the values of
'Table 4-1, the mean capital requirements for buffer stocks
in all 15 commodities would be $4.9 billion or, if copper
is excluded, $3.2 billion.
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copper buffer stock for the scenC:~rio shown in •rable 3···1
have been estimated to be $508 million, an average of
about $27 million per year.
The costs of the tin stock
are much less, roughly $1 million per year.6l/
Comp<J.rable estimates for other comrnodi ties are not
available.
It is possible, hovrever, to form an impression
of how large t.hese costs are likely to be.
The administrative costs of a buffer stock operation would be small
in relation to other cost components and to net benefits,62/
and it can be assumed that the average trading cost:s of a
well managed pure buffer stock would be zero.63/ Warehousing
costs would also be small for the metals and most agricultural
commodities. However, storage costs would be appreciable for
cocoa, coffee, sugar and tea -- perhaps as much as 1-2 percent
of price.
This leaves capital costs, about which more can be said.
The buffer stock would not be at its maximum value at all
times.
Suppose that there were a regular and recurring
cycle of good, average and bad years. The stock would be
built up during the course of the good year, held during
the average year and sold during the bad year.
The average
value of the stock would ·then be Jcwo-·thirds of the maximum
value.
If good and bad years alternated, the average value
of the stock would be half the maximum value.

Ibid., p. 74 and p. 66.
1967 dollars.

These are present values in

~~

It is unlikely that more than 10 professional would be
required even for a large stock.

6_;Y

The underlying assumption is that the stock would buy
as much at a price below the target price as i t later
sells at a price correspondingly above the target price.
In the economic studies referred to earlier, trading
for tin and copper buffer stocks were small for most
rules.
See U.S. Department of the 'I'reasury, Office of
Raw Naterials and Oceans Policy,~· cit., pp 65-75.

-52The con®odity markets do not follow either of these
simple patterns.
However, the upper and lower price bounds
for a price buffer stock would be chosen so that purchases
and sales balance out. Given that changes in demand and
supply occur fairly often, this suggests that the buffer
stock would be buying, holding and selling with roughly
equal frequency.
If so, the average value of the buffer
stock would be be·tween one--half to two-thirds of the
maximum value.
If the relevant interest rate for a pure
buffer stock is in the range 9-15 percent~o/ then given
that the average amount held is one--half to tvm-thirds of
the maximum, the annual average interest cost would be
6-10 percent of the maximum value of the buffer stock!i..V
Thus, t.he. tot.al costs including in·teres t, administra t.i ve
and storage costs, would be 7-12 percent of the value of
the stock at its peak.
Benefits of a Pure Buffer Stock 66/
The benefits that might flow from a reduction in
period-to-period variations in prices are purported to
accrue as gains to both buyers and sellers.
If supply
varies while demand is constant, stabilization results
in consumers net gaining on the dampening and producers
net gaining on the support of prices (that is, gaining
more i:han the other side loses, as shown in Cllilpter 2) .

6~_1

The relevant measure is not the buffer stocks borrowing
rate but the opportunity cost of funds available to the
buffer stock.
The cost estimates for the copper and tin buffer stocks
were much less than this because only a 2 percent
discount rate was assumed.
This section presents numerical examples of the effects
of price stabilization on suppliers' profit and
consumers surplus.
The computations employ results
obtained by Massel.
The formulas used, along with
the assumptions made, are presen·ted in P.ppendix 4-2.
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If demand varies while supply is constant, consumers are
net gainers and suppliers are net losers from price
stabilization, but there are net gains to buyers and
sellers as a group from price stabilization.
In the general case where·both supply and demand vary,
boi:h buyers and sellers may be net gaine1~s.
Hmvever,
suppliers may be net gainers while consumers are net
losers or vice versa.
The nature of the outcome, in this
case, depends on the magnjtudes of the elasticities of
supply and dernand and the extent of variation in supply
and demand.
The only general statement that can be made
is that there are gains from price stabilization to buyers
and sellers as a group.
Table 4-3 presents illustrative values of the expected
annual gains to price stabili za'cion for each of the
three cases identified.
The assurnptions used in making
these computationE; are stat.ecl in Appenc]ix 4-2.
Briefly,
the computations rest on measured values of eJasticitics
and hypothetical variations in supply and demand.
averag(~

The potential gains from price stabilization for wool,
wheat, rice, suga.r and copper are quite large;.
Hm-;ever,
little reliance can be placed on the~:;e values.
'I'he
computation serves only to make the point that the gains
from price stabilization could be significant.
Guidelines on the

~uitability

of Buffer Stocks

The estimates that have been presented can at least
be used to illustrate what a cost-benefit analysis of
buffer stock would compare in magnitudes.
Table 4-4 shows
the gains to stabilization when only supply varies or,
for the metals and rubber, when only demand varies (Table
4-3) and when costs of running the buffer are 5 percent
and 15 percent of the maxinwm capital costs of the inventory
(Table 4-l).
Here estima·ted annual net benefits exceed
15 percent of maximum capita]. costs for rice, sugar, sisal,
iron, and bauxite, so that gains could be positive from
st.ocks in these commodities. Net benefits exceed 5 percent
of maximum capital costs for four other commodities -- cocoa,
coffee, tea, rubber, and bauxite.
However, the overall
impression conveyed by Table 4-4 is that the costs of a
buffer stcuck for the commodities considered are roughly
approximate to the magnitude of benefits.
Hence, the rough
estimates made do not argue clearly either for or against
buffer stocks. They suggest that the net benefits (or costs)
are likely to be small in most cases.

Table 4-3

Expected A.rmual Gains From Price Stabilization
($ million)
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Table 4-4

Comparison of Net Benefits to Price Stabilization When Only Supply Varies
With 5o/o and 15o/o of Estim.ates Maximum Capital Cost
($ r.nillion)
Benefits to
Sellers
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Some of the ambigui t:y sug~rest:ed by Table 4-4 can be
resolved by applying re<J.sonable negat-:i.ve tests of i:lle
suitability of buffer stocks. Firstr a buffer stock
makes no sense for commodities in which there is no open
market. This test rules out buffer stocks in iron,
bananas, bauxite and rice -- at· least until markets in
these conunodi tiAs are organized. A second simple test is
provided by tlle co f.': t.s of storage.
Signif icant1y greater
storage costs almost certainly rule out buffer stocks in
meats and bananas, and perhaps for coffee, cocoa, and tea~~
A third negative test is the origin of the commodity in
world trade.
Referring to Table 5-2, DC's are the
principal exporters of wheat, rice, wool and iron. As
the concern is primarily wit:h ·the prices of commodities
exported by LDC's, there does not seem to be much point
in creating buffer stocks in these com.modi tie~3 ·6 sl Furthermore, supply probably varies substantially more-than demand
for wheat, rice and wool, and in this case, buyers are net
losers from price stabilization.
A final -- and probably more controversial -- negative
test pertains to the structural characteristics of the
industry.
The danger that o buffer stock will bo used as
a restrictive agreement is acute to the extent that
concentration and barriers to entry are high.
Production
of cocoa and coffee is highly concentrated, but entry into
these industries is relatively easy. The copper and tin
industries are both highly concentrated and relatively
difficult to enter and are, for those reasons, probably
not suitable candidates for buffer stocks.
The survivors of these negative tests are: cotton, sugar,
jute, sisal, and rubber. To proceed with the analysis of
these commodities, it is necessary to employ positive
indicators of benefits.

67_!

Stocks in these la'cter commodities must be "rolled over"
. i.e., the cormnodi ty must be sold after being held for a
certain amount of time.
This fact limits the amount of
time that a stock can be held, and, hence, the amount
of material that can be held off the market.

6~_1

Contingency stocks for wheat and rice, however, are
another matter.
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One tes·t of the benefits to buffer stocks is the
degree of price instability. Looking back at Table 2-2,
it_ can be seen that the prices of the surviving
commodit.ies ranked from least Jco most st.able are: sug·ar,
sisal, rubber, cotton, and jute. The price of sugar is
by far the most unstable of this group, \vith a coefficient
of variation more than half again as large as that of
sisal. But to an important extent the pre~;ence of a
futures market in sugar as well as in rubber and cotton
provides a significant opportunity for both buyers and
sellers to hedge the risks from price variation. There
are no futures markets in sisal and jute, so that these
two appear to be the prime candidates for buffer stocks6.2f
The net benefits shown in Table 4-3 give a different
impression, however, since these benefit.s of buffer
stocks for sisal and jute are very small.
The benefits
are much larger for sugar, cotton and rubber.
These
commodities are relatively easy to store and the
industries are relatively unconcentrated and easy to
enter.
It would seem, then, buffer stocks would be most
promising for sugar, cotton and rubber, but only if
futures markets are not already providing the benefits
from price stability.
The LDC's provide nearly all of world exports of
jute, sisal and rubber and about 60 percent and 70 percent
respectively of cotton and sugar exports.
It is clear
that variations in supply for jute, sisal, cotton and
sugar is the major source of instability in their prices?3_;

6_v

Cf. appendix 4-3 for a tabula·tion of organized
markets in major commodities.

7!}_1

The coefficients of variation of production for
jute, sisal, and cotton respectively are: 0.21,
0.05, 0.09. This compares with a coefficient
of variation of wheat production of 0.15.
In
all of these cases, the changes in production
may be responses to changes in demand.
However,
for agricultural conunodi ties ·this is generally
not·the case.
Instead, major year-to-year changes
in production are due to exogenous factors -- esp.
the weather.
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The LDC's would then be net gainers from stabilization
in these cases.
This is not so clearly true of rubber.
\\1hile rubber is an agricul tu:cal commodity, it is
generally thought that, in term:::. of changes in rmpply
and demand variations, rubber is similar to the metals .7J/
This is t~o say that chan(;es in dernand are tJ1e principalsource of instability in rubber prices.
If so, buyers
rather than sellers would be the gc:.iners from stabiliza-tion
of the price of rubber.
Concludinq Commen·ts
.

-----·

Buffer stocks are often regarded as good as such.
chapter suggests that in reality the value of the
results is much more diverse.
The costs of a buffer
stock, and the difficulties of buffer stock management
vary from one commodity to ·the next and there is no
general presumption that the benefits exceed the costs.
Hon~over, it novl appears that buffer st~ocks have a
useful role to play in only a few cases.
The value of
buffer stocks is further limited by their nature. A
pure buffer stock would only serve to reduce period-toperiod fluctuations in prices, suppliers' incomes and
buyers expenditures. While this case may be very useful,
it is unreasonable to suppose that the use of pure
buffer stocks would work sweeping changes in world
commodity trade.
~his

~:Y

Cf. ·appendix 4-3 for a tabula·tion of organized markets
in major commodi·ties.

Appendix 4-1
Estimation ofthe lvl:axin1um Capital Rcquiren1ents
of Buffer Stocks

This .Appendix derives the forrrmla used to corr1pute the estirnates,
presented in Table 3_-1 of the maxim1m1. capital requirements of buffer
stocks. Denote by P the target price and by P'' ancl P' respectively the
upper and lower prices that are to be defended. Let f be the fraction by
which price is perm.itted to yery from P.
The bounds on price can then
be stated as:
)._

P"

= (1

+ f) P

(4-3a)

P'

= {1

- f) P

(4-3b)

.Assmne that supply and demand are, respectively, described by:

q

8

qd

= oL {1

+ d) +

=

.±

a {1

h)

pP

+ bP

(4 -4)
(4 -5}

where d and hare "shift variables. 11 A positive value for d shifts supply
to the right and a negative value shifts supply to the left. Si1nilarly, a
positive value for h shifts the demand curve up and a negative value shifts
the demartd curve down. It is assumed that supply and demand are defined
on an annual basis _72/
One of the cases contained in this rnodel is described in Figure 4-1.
It is assmned in this figure that h = 0; i.e., that den1and is stable. Supply
is assum.ed to be s 0 under average conditions (d = 0) and to shift between
s 1 and s 2 v;ith variations in, for exarnple, the weather. \Vhen supply is at
s 2 , the buffer stock must purchase a quantity s~:' to maintain price at its
lower bound P'.

72/

Given this representation, the buffer stock must be understood as
defending an annual average price, so price can, for brief periods,
be allowed to go below the lower lirr1it or rise above the upper liTnit.
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Assmne, that because oJ t:hiits :in supply and/or dcn1.and, that the
price floor P 1 :::: (l ·· f) P 1nust be defended. The tot::1l amount demanded
by user;.; plus purcbascs by the buffer stock (S':') rn.ust equal supj)ly for pr
to be rna:intained. Therefore:
a (l ·- h)

+ h ( l -f) P + S ,;,• = cA.. (1 + d) +

f (l

-f) P.

(4-6a)

Expanding this expression:

r_,P

fP.

(4-6b)

Each of the oracketed terlT.tS is equal to q, so:

s >:<

+J._ d) + £

= (a h

(b - r.::: ) p

( 4·· 7)

.

Dividing by q guives:
s>:< = fa h +co~ d)
.1.

-

q

----

+ (~

d

-

nl s )£

'

(4-8)

where s':' ~ S'!'/q is the rnaxin1urn annual-increrDent to the hu£fer stoclc as a
fraction of base production, and d 3-nd 1( 8 are, respectivelY.! the
elasticities o£ de1nand and supply. The v'alue of the stock is P· S::'.

1

Equation 4-8 was used to com.pute the values shown :in Table 4-l. For
the agricultural cornmodities (except rubber) it was assumed t11at h:::: 0 and
that d = 0. l. For rubber and the metal::;, it was assumed that c1 = 0 and that h
= OD 1. In all ca.ses, it wets C:lSStlrn.ed tt1at f = 0. l.

'Y) ,

The values used for 17 s,
P and q are those sho\vT:t. in Table <1 -1.
The elasticities of supply a(1d dern1lnd, for cocoa, coffee, tea, v:ool, cotton,
wheat, rice and sugar were cornputed using results contained in F. G.
Adams, 11 An EcononJ.etric lv1odel o£ The ·world Sugar Markel:, 11 University of
Pennsylvania, Deparirnent of Econmnics, Dis cuss ion Paper No. 3 30 (Oct. ,
197 5) and F. G. Adams and J. Behrn1an, .Se':_~n Models of _:~E:_!en::_ational
Co~moclity Markets, unpublished rnanuscript prep;uecl for the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development, December, ·1974. The elasticities
for copper were taken from F. Fisher, P. Cootner and 1\1. Bailey, 11 An
Econornetric Model of the World Copper Industry, 11 _Bell Journal_ of Econornics
Vol. 3, No. 2 {Autumn, 1972), and the elasticities :for bauxite frorn
R. Pindyck, 11 Gains to Producers frorn Carteliz;).ti.on of Exha.w:;tible Resources,

11
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Energy Laboratory \Yorld Oil
Project, Working Paper MITEL 76-0l2WP (May, 1976). In the rernainlng
cases (jute, sisal, rubber,_ tin and iron ore) the elasticities used were
elccited fronl. cornmoclity experts in the Econmnic An;:tlysis and Projections
Department of the International Banlz for Reconstruction and Development.
The values used fore\_ for cocoa, coffee, tea, wool, cotton, wheat,
r1ce and sugar were taken from. Adams, op. cit. and Ad;:nns and Behrn1an,
~· cit.
In the rem.aining cases, values were estirnated usm.g:

~

=

q ~l

-

1~o)

a =

q (i

..

yl d)

(4-9a)

which hold given Equations 4-4 and 4-5.
All of the base prices and quantities, except those for ba'-.1xite, were
taken from International Bank for Reconstruction and Developruent,
Cmnxnodity_'J'_J_:..;::.de and P_:rice Trends, 1 975. The base price for bauxite \vas
emnputed using value and production data from U.S. Dep.::n-tn1ent of the
Interior, Burca u of Mines, _!vlinerals J ca.rbook. Bau.,~ite production was
taken from Am.2rican Metal Market, Metal Statistics, 1975.

. .. ~ ·-· --
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A ppenchx 4-2

Benefits and Costs o_f Price Stabilization

The values shown in' Table 1;-3 were cornputcd using results derived
by Maissell.73/ Maissell e~.ssurnes that supply and de1nand are, respectively,
described by:

' p +X'
q s ---0\._

(4-10)
( 4-11)
He then computes:

where X andY are shift factors,

Gs

==

i~+ 2 .B l_{) x_~-=-~~-Qyy
I

G

c

2

( .4-12)

P'') 2

(c>-.. +

.. l?:d... -t_f?) _6' Y_Y.___::...J:?I)xx

( 4-13)

I 2 (c).__ -t-(3 ) 21

where G and G are respectively the expected g.::>.ins from price stabilization
to sellerss and b5.ycrs, and f]xx and G yy are, the variance o£ X and the
variance of Y.
2
Multiplying and dividing by (P/q) , (4-12) and (4-13) can be rewritten as:

GP

==

Ens
- >1 17
'-1
[<21,_- 'f
2

2r(

Gc

=

9'"xx _-:2L~G' YY1

.4)
s

d)

- )1
-I

d

·_.1

) 2f

:J Cxxi,

i) YY +

<l

2(1s-)/d)

-J

p

( 4 -14)

q

(4-15)

P
q

where ~ s and /{ c1 are, respectively, the elasticity of supply and the
elasticity of de1nand.
Equations 4-14 and 4-15 were used to compute the values presented
in Table 4-·3. ·The values e1nployed for
s, )'/ d' P and q were those given

}1

7_]/

B. Maissell, 11 Price Stabilization and \Velfare,
_E:c_9nomi.cs, Vol. 83 (1969), pp. 285-98.

11

9_u;nt~rly

Journal of
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6

in Table 4-1. Crude estimates of
XX were obtained by ctS smning that
supply is lOo/o its base level, as Tncasurcd by q, one-third of the ti1ne,
10% below base one-third of the time and at its base level one-third of
the tirne. Given these assunlptimls,
XX : : : (. 66 x l 0 -2 ) q-2 • A value for
6 yy was similarly corn.puted .

6

•
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Appendix 4 -3
Orga1:.ized lvfark.ets in l\1ajor Commodities

-------·---··Banana.s

Futures J\!larizet
None

None

--------.,.

l\1>. Y. Cocc'a Exchange: Accra:n,
South A1nerican

N.Y. Cocoa ExchaT.ge
Cocoa Exchange of London
up to 18 months ahead

Coffee

N.Y. Coffee and Sugar
Exchange:

N.Y. Coffee and Sugar
Exchzmge, London
-- up to 13 n1.ontL.s ahead

Cotton

N.Y. Cotton Exchange
Liverpool, England

N.Y. Cotton Exchange
-- up to 19 rrwntbs ahead

Ha1·d Fibres

New York-East African sisal
-- Manila hemp

Jute

In India --- Smne organized
Indian marl;;:ets exist but have
not been very successful
Bangladesh

Indian 1narkets

M.eat (beef)

Chicago -- beef
Omaha steers -- choice
Sioux City steers -- choice

Chicago -- live cattle,
feeder cattle

Cocoa

Rice

None

--------------····------------

None
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Appendix 4 -3
( c ontinucd)
Organized l\1arkets in 1\rJajor Cormnodities

---·

Spot Market_______________ Futures }\lfarket

Rubber

Singapore
London
New York
Kuala Lumpur

Singapore
London
-- up to 2 yea·rs ahead
New York
-- up to 12 months ahead
Ku.ala LW1l.pur

Sugar

N.Y. Coffee and Sugar
Exchange:
London
Paris

N.Y. Coffee and Sugar
Exchange
London
up to 18 months ahead

Tea

London
Ceylon
North India
Java
Formosa

Wheat

Chicago
Kansas City
Minneapolis

Chicago
Kansas City
Minneapolis
Winnepeg

Wool

Sydney, Australia

Sydney, Australia
London
-- up to 18 months ahead

Copper

None

London

London -- 3 months forward

New York

New Yorh:

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - UJ! to 1 g months for '::_'2.r~
Tin
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Figure 4-1
lv1axirnnm Size of a Buffer Stock ·when Only Supply Varies

price
A

p"
p
p'

·------r::------------- i--------

.

1

I

____
q

D
_,___~

quantity
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5:

Res·tricti ve Cormnodi ty Agreeinents

Restrictive agreements could impose significant price
increases on buyers and thereby add inunediately to incomes
of sellers. But this may not take place for very long.
With some exceptions, restrictive agreements have not
been more than briefly successful in the past and are not
likely to be successful in the future.
More important,
even when successful they are not likely to produce a
significant increase in income for the developing countries.
Nevertheless, the policy of using restrictive agreements
as a means of adding to producers' incomes has gained a
measure of acceptance and consequently must be examined
seriously.
Potential Effects on Producers' Incomes
Restrictive agreements could probably generate significant additional income to producing countries if put into
effect and held in place for a reasonable period of time.
For example, consider some of the effects of raising prices
for cormnodi ties in the Integrated Program. 'l,he demands for
each of the commodities in the IP are probably quite
inelastic, so that the increases in prices advocated by
those in a restrictive agreement would be substantial and
would have a large positive effect on revenue and profit.
Table 5-l presents estimates for commodities likely to be
in the IP of the effects of price increases on production,
revenue and profit. 7~
As indicated, some amount greater
than $10 billion of additional income is included for cartellike price increases for wool, wheat, rice, and sugar
producers.
Even these estimates are low, however.
They
are based on the level of demand in 1971, and as demands
increase, so do the gains from higher pricesJ:i./
The LDC's would not obtain all of these increases in
revenue, however, because the developed countries are
responsible for substantial volumes of these commodities.
moreover, they would pay the higher prices because
they themselves consume these products. 'The net gains
to LDC's are shown in Table 5-2. They would be heavy
losers from increases in the prices of wheat and rice

74;see Appendix 5-l for a description of how these estimates
-were computed .

.

7~rn most cases the long-run or three to five year elasticities

-are substantially greater. Thus, the long-run effects on
revenue and profit each year would be in the neighborhood
of one-half to one-third of the values shown in Table 5-l
if agreements actually held together for longer periods.
This, however, is doubtful, as will be seen below.

Table 5-l
Estimated Effects of a
and Profit
2 0 --=P:-e_r_c_e_'_n_t___I_n_c_r_e_&_s_e____,i-n---=P rice
Increase
Decrease
in revenue
in demand
$ billion
Cocoa

223,232 l.t.

0.39

0.57

0.52

0.71

39,808 m.t.

0.14

0.17

'i'Jool

467,616 m.t.

2.30

Cot. ton

610,663 m.t.

~\Theat

2.87

2.59

3.55

199,040 m.t.

0.72

0.86

3.02

2,338,078 m.t.

11.48

15.11

0.87

1.19

3,053,313 m.t.

4.35

5.96

13 million m.t.

3.76

4.70

64 million m. 5.

18.82

23.52

Rice

2.2 million m t.

3.86

4.11

11.2 million m.t.

19.32

20.55

Sugar

2. 3 r:-tillion m.t.

3.05

3.63

11.4 million m. t.

15.23

18.10

.03

.13

2952 million kgs.

.16

.66

Tea

l

1,116,160 l.t.

1.95

Coffee

co

Price Increase on Demand, Revenue
for Eight Commodities
10 0 Percent Inc rea. s e in Price
Increase
Increase
Increase
in profit
Decrease
in revenue in profit
$ billion
in demand
$ billion
$ ~illion

3,581 thousand bags

17,906 thousand bags

'D

I

Bananas 590

million kgs.

Jute

72,230 m.t.

.02

.05

361,115 m.t.

.12

.24

Sisal

2 3 ,12 4 rn . t.

•

0 .:J
~.

.04

115,620 m.t.

.13

.18

• 01

•04

627 million kgs.

.04

.18

Beef

125 million kgs.

Table 5-2
Net Revenue Flows to LDC's Through Increased Corrmodity Prices
( $ million)
Percent of
Co:u.1'ltodi ty
Expo::cted
by LDC's
cocoa
coffee
tea
\·mol
cotton
v;heat
I
G\
\!)

~cice

susar
ba::1anas
jute
sisal
beef
n.-1bber
cop1:)er
·tin
iron

99.2
96.8
82.8
ll. 9
57.9
3.6
35.8
69.7
93.3
95.6

97.7
30.5
97.7
5~"

•

c:::

..J

85.5
37.9

Total increase in
Revenue: to LDC's
Price Increase of
20%
100%

386.5
501.4
119.4
273.3
503.6
135.5
1,383.1
2,123.3
30.8
22.5
24.6
')
L. •

'7
'

169.8
831.3
160.8
210.9

Increse in
Cost to LDC's
Price Increase of
20%
100%

Percent of
Com.'nodi ty
Imported
by LDC's

1,932.7
2,507"2
597.2
1,366.4
2,518.1
677.4
6,915.1
10,616.4
154.0
112.7
122.8
13.6
849.0
4,156.5
803.8
1,054.3

Sources: U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization
for Reconstruction and Development (

3.0
4.1
28.6
9.0
16.7
45.1
71.5
22.3
6.4
32.8
5.2
5.9
9.6
7.2
5.8
0.8

11.7
21.2
41.3
206.7
145.3
1,697.4
2,762.2
679.3
2.1
7.7
1.3
0.5
16.7
109.8
10.9
4.5

58.4
106.2
206.2
1,033.4
726.3
8,486.9
13,810.9
3,396.6
10.6
38.7
6.5
2. 6
83.4
549.1
54.5
22.3

374.9
480.2
78.2
66.6
358.4
-1,561.9
-1,379.2
1,444.0
28.7
14.8
23.3
2.2
153.1
721.5
149.9
206.4

) and International Bank
)

.

Net Revenue in
LDC's
Price Increase
20%
100%
1,874.3
2,40l..O
390.9
333.0
1,791.8
-7,809.4
-6,895.8
7,219.7
143.4
74.0
116.3

ll.O
765.5
3,607.4
749.3
1,032.0

r,

<=

'-'-
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because of their large volumes of imports of these commodities.
Their largest gains would be from an increass in the price of
sugar, which accounts for just over half of the total gains
excluding net losses on wheat and rice. As far as large
gains for any one developing country are concerned however,
the major beneficiaries \·vould probably be the metals
exporters such as Chile, Zaire, Zambia, Bolivia, and JVialaysia
as well as the exporters of the more valuable agricultural
commodities such <l.S Brazil, Cuba and Ghana.
The poorest of the LDC's would be net losers even if
wheat. and rice were not subject to restricJci ve agreements.
Perhaps, however, the use of agreements is stil.l better
than the status quo.
The argument is that the gains from
agreements can or should substitute for aid and grants,
partly because aid is declining or js unreliabJ.e. Laying
aside questions about the distribution of gains and losses,
then, it is relevant to compare the effects of restrictive
cornmodit.y agreements with the flow of income ·to LDC' s from
aid sources.
In 1971, the total financial flow to the LDC's
from all sources, exclusive of trade, was $20.2 billion.
The estimated gains from doubling the prices of cocoa,
coffee, tea, wool, cotton and sugar would be $14.2 billion.
Some of the LDC 's would want ·to include other commodi U.es ~-·
to the loss of other LDC's from the resulting price increases.
But the gains from such price increases on most of the other
sixteen commodities would be neglibible. Given the difference
between $20 and $14 billion, it would not seem to be to t:he
advantage of the LDC's to substitute restrictive commodity
agreements for existing development assistance.
Actual Effects

f~_?m___ Restrictive

Agreements

Agreements would not likely retain $14 billion because
of imperfections in organization. This is not to say thaJc
there will not be strenuous attempts to set up res·trictive
agreements.
In fact, there are attempts now being made to
put together a viable controlling agreement in most of these
commodities as well as for all of th(~m together.
The possibility of increased incomes provides sellers
with a strong incentive to collectively restrict output and
increase prices. There are usually problems of negotiating
the level of prices and the shares to be alloted each
country or producer, but the inducement of higher incomes
for mosi.: or all producers usually leads to solution:"'. to
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these problems. For examnle, while a low cost producer
would prefer a lower pric; than a high cost producer, there
would likely be a compromise price which leaves both
producers with more profit than they would obtain without
agreement. 'l'lle ancient insight that "collusion pz.1ys" is
a driving force to initiating· just one more agreement.
But there are forces which work against success even
given that an amicable agreement has been formulated.
First,
a restrictive agreement that succeeds in raising prices
also creates a situation in which individual producers may
have an overriding incentive to discount or "cheat" on the
prices. A well-operating restrictive agreement would be
used to increase price substantially above cost. Given
that action, any one supplier can inc:r:,::a::-oe his profit by
making additional sales beyond those in keeping with his
allot·ted m.:1rket share.
But making shipments in excess of
quota eventually forces prices down below those that would
exist wi thou-'c cheat:ing on shares, and pz:·rhaps even below
those that "l·muld have been realized '"ri c.hout. any agreement
at all.
Price increases work to defent a restrictive agreement
in another way. Entry into an industry becomes more
attractive as price is increased. As entry occurs market
shares for producers v1i thin and loyal to the agrec,ment must
fall if the higher price is to be sustained.
But this
reduces profits towards the levels existing before the
agreement and creat:.es an incentive for cheating. The
larger number of firms makes detection more difficult
so the result is that price breakdowns are more likely.
One way of dealing with the second problem is to attempt
to exclude new entrants. There are major objections to this.
First, the various commercial means of excludinq entry -- for
example, long-term requirements contacts and selective price
cutting -- are usually not effective. Second, effective
means of limiting entry involving use of police pov1er are
regarded as obnoxious. Limiting entry b:y these means is to
practice economic warfare and an international organization
acting to prevent for example the development of a significant
copper industry in Indonesia would have to take collective
steps against that country's interests. Taking such steps
to block entry would not only require a comprel1ensive international commodity agreement but an organizCJt.ion that took
on supra-national police powers.
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Some past agreements have:) attempt~c:d to contain i:he
problem of entry by establisb:ing a "free zonei" i.e.,
geographic markets in which the price is determined by
demcmd and supply.
The outpui.: of the cnt.ran·ts and "over-shipments" of members of the agreemen-t: are sold in the
free zone.
The result is typically a free zone price
that is below the agreed price and may be below long-term
marginal costs.
This creates a strong incentive for
purchasf~rs in the free zone to resell in the "regulated
zone," and a varieJcy of imaginative procedures have been
devised for doing so, for example, in the copper industry. 76/
'rhis pu·ts downward pressure on the agrc;c:;d price, reduces
members sales and, eventually, makes continuation of the
agreement unprofitable.
The alternative is to admit entrants freely to the
agreement, but this would not solve the problem. Where
there is significant. entry, and entrants are adrnitted
to the agreement, price discipline could be maintained
but only with falling market shares for the established
coun·tries and thereby at the cost of chronic excess
capacity.
'The result is tha.t the potential profits from
higher prices are entirely absorbed by the addc~d costs of
excess capacity.77/ Furthermore, as has been mentioned,
the existence ofexcess capaci·ty significantly increases
the probability that widespread price cutting will lead
to the collapse of the agreement.
Conc~n~_ra"c~?l.?~·
The control of individual prices and
of entry constitute the basic operational problems of any
restrictive agreement. The magnitude of these problems
depends on a number of market conditions 1 the most important
of which is the efficient scale of operations. Where there
are economies of scale, so that the number of efficientsized firms is small relative to the market, then the high
degree of market concentration and the "natural" or cost
barriers to entry work in favor of the restrictive agreement.

7 6_;During much of the 1960's producer copper was rationed
in the United States and the foreign price of copper
was substantially above the domestic price. A U.S. firm
purchaSed primary copper at the domestic price and had
the material processed into copper rods.
These were
transported to Chile, cut up and sold (for export to
Europe) as new scrap at a profit.
77jSee Pa·Unkin (
and Y.'i'orcestec
- theoretical developments of this point.

) for
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As the number of sellers become larger the problems of
detecting cheating increases.
Furthermore, the response
to price cutting on the part of those loyal to the agr0ement_ ic; ahvays ·to cut their prices; but this :response is
effective in deterring further cheating only if the cut
is large, and it is likely to be large only when there
are fev7 cornpanios .7'2/ Accordin.gly, a~-; thG num}y.;;r of
sellers increases, --the perceived in'ceres t of each in
maintaining a restrictive agreement decreases.
Economics has not yet succeeded in producing a clear
statemen·t of hm·;r "fev1" firm:::; or coun·tries there have to be for
a viable restrictive agrecrn.ent. -- i.e., in escabli~:hing a
relationship between concentration in the industry and the
probability that a restrictive arrangement will succeed.
Most of those familiar with the empirical research in this
area wo,.1ld agrEce t:hat ·the upper bound of "fe,:-:" lies in the
range of 3 to 10 equivalent-sized sellers.
When there are
more than 10 sellers, there are usually too many for
voluntary agreements to he effective in raising prices
even if legally enforceable.
'I'able 5-3 prcsent.s data on the market shares of ·the
largest producers for each of several commodities.
The
market structure for iron ore e~ports can be charactcrJ.zed
as composed of 0 many" sellers, so "many" that there ir;
little prospect that a restrictive agreement could be put
into effect.
The indications of "fewness" are not so clear
in the other cases.
Concentration of exports in the other
commodities shovm in Table 5-3 falls in·to an awkward range -not so high as to make an effective agreGment relatively easy,
nor so low as to make an agreement impossible to put into effect.
Barriers to Entry.
The problems of controlling prices
are serious -i:-.o an extent dependent upon the importance of
barriers to entry as well.
As was noted earlier, a restrictive agreement cannot be successful for more than a brief
period unless entry is limited.
Entry into metals is
contingent on finding an ore body that can be profitably
exploited.
The large capital costs of minerals projects
may also be a barrier to entry.
While detailed study
might suggest otherwise, it is a reasonable presumption
that entry into the metals industries is relatively difficult.

~§/Reference ·to Orr-MacAvoy
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Table 5--3
Export

bananclS
bauxite
bf>ef
cocoa
coffee
copper
cotton
iron ore
jute
rice
rubber
sisal
sugar
terl
tin
t,;heat
\-7001

SourcE'!:

Iv!a:rkc~t

Shan''" of the Four Largc!St LDC Producers,
1970·-72 average (percent)

57.4
59.9
23.9
74.5
54.4
47.4
30.8
25.9
94.2
26.2
87.G
80.7

42.5
66.3
75.3
3.3
9.4

IJ3fm, Com~1vx1it:y 'l'rade anc1 Price Trends_, 197 5
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Entry into production of wheaL, rice, cotton, wool,
and meat is relatively nruch los:-:> difficult. 'l'he other
agricultural comuodities in the IP --bananas, cocoa,
coffee, jute, sisal, sugar and rubber -- require more
specialized conditions for cultivation.
Nevertheless,
the number of potential entering countries is large in
most cases, given fairly wide tolerance of production
to weather conditions and resource conditions in Southern
Hemisphere countries.
'I'he Previous Record.
'l'here would likely be substantia-:C diffic:uities-,-Ehr~refore, in operatiw.3 a priceincreasing agreernen·t foT the commoc1i·tie:> that would be
included in the Integrated Program.
But the possibility
of a workable agreement cannot be completely discounted
on the basis of market condit~ions.
Perhc.:ps 1 then, the
best indication of what is likely to happen cnn be
gleaned from historical experience. Table 5-4 lists
previous agreements on comniodit~ies included in the
Integrated Program.
There has, apparently, never been
an aqrecment in eight of these cormnodi ties (woe>l, cot ton,
rice, jute, sisal, beef, iron ore and bauxite) but there
have been several agreements in each of the other
commodities. The fact that~ there have been several
agreemen·ts in these commodities is of key importance,
because it testifies t.o the difficulty of maintaining
restrictive commodity agreements.
The Special Case of t.he Tin Agreements.
The history
of tin is illusti~-ative (-_)f"fi1e prob-Tems- anctprospects for
longstanding agreements.
There are essentially five
producing· coun-t:ries supplying tin in any marketing year.
But the major force in the tin market over the past 30
years has been the General Services Administration (GSA)
stockpile which reached a maximum of 350,000 tons in 1955.
GSJ.~ releases have been timed at times so as to complement
the actions of the Tin Council's buffer stock mana~rer,
and at other times on the other side of the market from
the manager.
Since 1964, the GSA has made net sales each
year, while the buffer stock made net purchases in four of
eleven years.
Tin agreements have been in effect since
1956, but one must constantly ask to what extent their
persistence has been a product of the good graces of the
United States.
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Table 5-4

~------

Tea

In1cnMtion,ll Tea Agl"C'e 11"lcnt (19 ';3-1939) - l t<.!icl, CeyJ on,
Ne1herlancl Indies - restricted exports
lv1auritus Agreement of 1969 - covering 1970 producU on
- M.ajor t:<-a producers, acCO\.UlUng for 9.,o/v vf world
production
- Set up c port quotas
- "WaF rnc?nt to be an interiln agr0ernent ,mta a r:ncn·e pcrlnancnt a~reerncnt could be nq~oU.tted

Wheat

futernation<tl WheatAg1·ee1nent- 1919, l9.JI 1 1956, 1962, 1967
1971
-1,1osiJnajor hnpor1.<..-rs <Uld c:port<:r:>
- 1971 Agrecn"lcnt he s no eco1 o 1d.c proviumL&, 'vhc::.·c·a.s all
others were 11n1.ultilc1teral purc;l·c Sr>b ru1d s<-llc<; 11 agJ'('C'l1ienf.f':

----------

---------------------------------Stephenson Plan - Britain (1922-1928) invoJv.:.ng British
colonies accounting for 72 percent of J 922 cc:.p<1.city
h1ternational Rubh .r Regulatjon Agrccln<'nt \193~-1939)
Britain, Netherlands, France, Jndia., Sic.u.1
- lvialayf>ia, Jndonesi.a, Thailand, and Sri L"tnka lnay have
recently cornc to a new ar;rce1ncnt

Rubber

-----~

------ -------·

Sugar

·------- -·-----------

1931-35 Cuba, Java, Czechoslavakia, PolaHd, Gcrrnany,
Bclgh.un and lhmgary · ·
International Sugar Agreements - 1937, 1953, 1958, 1968
- covcr)ng only a sn1all anwunt (10%) o.£ world production
sil1cc nnjority of trade covcrC'd by prefc.rC'ncc agrecn1cnts (e. g. , U.S. Sugar Act:)
- the 1968 Agreement ended in 1973 bHt th(: International
Sugar Organization sU_ll co~)c·ct·s staUstics.

__________ __________ ..;..__
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5-4

(continued)

------------------I

Commod;ty

CoHee

-

r·· ~,~::,.-Ame-rican

Coff,·c

Ap

<'vi

H.:

Ap· ''''"'

•l

-U.S. and J4 Laf·I. f...JJJ~.;l5c~·n cc~1 ' ) .; ,. '
lntcrnafion.l CoffccAgN•e>nlC'!ll!::, 196?., l()(fi, 1972
The 1962 v.nd 19(>8 a1_11 <.'Cll.l(;nts, w;1i h ind .<ll.!c1 n1.ost
1najor irnportcr s and e-xpo>·te r •,, \Jcr c s uc c l' •. fnl in
tin1.cs of !. tu·pluc; prodU<}:ion, })t1t tlJc 1968 <tf euncnt
was not successful wh<.·Jl frosts t •'L.t:Cl' 1 pre• ~·tction.
The 1972 c:~.gl·cen1cnt has no ecr, < ·'li< p~·ovi. io.1 e-nd
serves mainly to provide the rt, n~ ~ics l'l.L' cl··d f<.H"
future agrcmnent nccutiaiions.

-----------· ------------------ ----- -- --Bananas

Union of l'ranana Export:ng Counh ;( s - l-Jondu -.' , Panarna,
Guaten1,.la, Costa Ric;~, Do1.1.iuic r Ite>pulli.c, Colmnhia,
(197-1 ) - set expo1·t tax

Cocoa

Intexnationrl Cocoa Agrc<.'4ncnt (1956-1972)
International Cocva A.grcc1ncnt {19"t~-1976)
-most producers and 70 percent (hy volun e) of
COllSUlJ.l.Cr S

- U. S. not a lTICll'lbcr
- ccono1nically inopcrntivc bee< usc of relativt'!y high
n1.arkct prices.

-------------Copper

1919-1926

Copper Exportc•rs .l\ssoci ·1 U on

192G-1931

Copper Exportt•rs Inc.

1935-1939

Intcrnc.tiona1 C0:;->pc1· Conlro1

------ ·'.rin

1931-1956
1956

-

International ·. .•. n ConLrol Scheme
IntcrnZl t:ionnl '£in .l\grocmcnt

-
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The 1956 agreement and all subsequent agreements have
been for five years. In the most recent agreements, three
price ranges have been specified: the buffer stock manager
has discretion in the middle range, but must sell when
prices rise into the upper range and must buy when prices
drop into the lower range. Export quotas can be employed
to defend the price floor. The Fifth International Tin
Agreement is scheduled to go into effect this year and
the United States has announced its intention to participate for the first time.
The most recent history of the agreement has been one
of successful defenses of the price floor, with frequent
failures to moderate price rises above the ceiling (as in
1961, 1963-66, and 1973-74). The buffer stock was
exhausted in 1961 and again during all of the 1970's.
During the lifespan of these agreements, average prices have
been higher if only because they eliminated the low end
of the price distribution. The relatively infrequent use
of export quotas (they have been in effect only five years
since 1956) and the profitability of buffer stock operations
suggest that the day-to-day operations of the Tin Council
have not raised prices above the long-term equilibrium level.
But one should be hesitant about regarding the new agreement
as benign. With the United States now a participant, the
other members may feel less threatened by the GSA stockpile
and might commence the use of more restrictive practices.
Other Cases: Rubber, Copper, and Coffee. The operations
of agreements in the rubber industry have been less successful
than in tin.
In 1920, the British Rubber Growers' Association
in Malaya agreed on a voluntary plan to restrict output on
large estates by 25 percent. Prices were falling as a
result of the U.S. recession and the coming into production
of trees planted during the boom years at the turn of the
century. But the voluntary plan met no success as native
growers increase~ output to fill in for the British estate
owners.
At the request of the growers' association, the Britsih
Government appointed the Stevenson Committee to study the
problems of the industry. The Committee reported out a plan
of export and production controls in 1922 and strongly recommended
cooperation with the Dutch Government so as to bring the
Netherlands and East Indies into the fold. Despite the
urgings of the Dutch Rubber Growers' Association, the Dutch

.. .
~

'

~

I

/
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Government refused and so the Stevenson plan was instituted
only for Malaya and Ceylon.
But the combination of supply
restrictions and growth in demand put i11to effect at the
time produced a rise in prices which peaked in late 1925early 1926, ·when price~; stood at 330 percent of their
pre-plan level. The operation of the plan stirred sharp
consumer protests and in 1926 ~ central buying pool was
organized in the United States. More significantly,
there were increased plantings, increased Dutch production,
increases in the use of reclaimed rubber and active
research into the possibility of rubber substitutes.
Between 1921 and 1927, the British share of the world
market dropped from 67 to 53 percent, w!1ile the Dutch
Colonies 1 s.hare rose from 25 to 40 per:cen·t. 'l'he use of
reclaimed rubber in the United Stat.es roE:e :front 19 percent
of crude rubber in 1922 to 51 percent jn 1928. Of greatest
long-run importance was the research into synth2tic rubber
taking place in the United States and Germany:
according
to Stocking and Watkins, the fow1dations for the development
of synthetic:::: v1ere laid around 19 2 5 9.9/ 'l'he St.evenson pli:m
collapsed in 1928 after six years' life.
The new Dutch supplies from the 1920's plantings plus
the impact of the depression created a situation in the
rubber market in the early 1930's which v;a..:c; ve.1.:-y :~imilar
to that in the tin market.
The respon sc~ was simila.r as
well, and in 1934 the International Rubber Regulation
Agreement was formed.
Participating governments were those
of the United Kingdom, India, France, Siam, and the
Netherlands.
The agreement was renewed for five years in
1938. The mechanisms of control were quotas on production
and exports and strict limits on new planting. Once again,
governments provided the means of enforcement.
There vvere in those years substantial price increases,
attributable in part to the exertion of market power by
those in the agreement, even though the primary force
was growth in demand.
The agreement became inoperative
with the Japanese invasions of the rubber-growing areas
in 1941. At the time, however, severe problems of interproduct competition were developing.
Synthetic rubber
made rapid advances in the 1940's; between 1941 and 1944,
U.S. consumption of synthetic rose from 8,000 tons to one
million.
'l'his development as much as anything led to th2
79/G. W. Stocking and Myron Watkins Cartels in Action
- (the TwenU.eth Century Fund, 1946).
--------
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formal b;:c,nination cf the HZPl\ in J'.pril 1944.
resurface after the war.

r-t cUd not

Conditions in the copper market have not been favorable
towards cartelization.
The cross-elasticity of demand
between copper and a_luminum is high.
'l'hough coppE-'):C is mined
on a large scale and ·the number C;f fi:crns in the industry is
relatively small, there is no uniform:i t~y of interests be·t,,:cen
the producing countries.
Then, too, entry opportunities are
substantial (in fact, the last ten years ha~3 witnessed the
entry of important new areas such as Papua New Guineas into
the market) .
Nevertheless, several attempts to exert mar~et power
have been made.
A unilateral restriction undertaken by a
Zarrbian producer in 1955-56 v1aF> attemJ:;ted, but. failco(l for
want of cooperation from other producc:c::;.
A StY'Ond and
more successful res tricti.on took place beb·'een 19 6 4 bild
1966. After two years of rising prices, price discounting
began and the coordination l:K-;·tvJeen producers colla.p:_;ed.
'The moe" t :r-.eccn t c2;perience ha:::: been t.he formation in 19 6 7
of a prcc1uct-,rs I i:lSt~ociat.ion (CJFr:c) bctv,;C:t?Tl Chile, Peru r
Zaire and Zan~ia.
Calls for voluntary restrict3ons of
exports ha,le been made in the last sevej:-al years, bu·c
there has been no appreciab1e response.
In coffee the producer incentive for control over
the market was turned into a realistic aspiration when
the Kennedy l\drninistrat:ion announced in 19 62 its 'Hillingness to join a coffee agrec:men t.
'l'lle IlYternat:Lonal Coffee
Agreement was signed that year with 32 exporting and 22
importing countries participating, accounting for 95 percent
of the coffee trade.
The control mechanism was the applicat.ion of export quotas.
A feature of the agrc"ement which
caused problems in t.he mid-·1960 's \·Ja.F~ the di·vision o:E
consuming nations i.nt.o "traditional" anc'.! "new" markets
(areas with low coffee consumption) .
The export quotas
did not apply to new markets and a cartel-threatening transshipment problem arose, which was sur:nounted by in·t.roducing
a system of certificates of origin, to be enfo~ced by
consu:rr.er governments.
rrhe United States compJ ied with
this system.
The problem of expansion by new producers,
in this case the Africans, was handled by reducing the
quotas o£ older (and lower cost) producers, such as Brazil.
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Coffee:: pTicos :cose in the years imrnediacely fol1o'iling
tho first agreement. ~lton Law states flatly:
"'rhe 1964 price jFmp (to nec:u::-ly 50<~) must be
cons ide red the dirc~ct reSllll: of the coffee
agreement, wiU1 only minot·, if any, assistance
from the v.Jeather. "

Prices fell in th~ followJng years, but despite the
transshipment problem just mentioned, the agreement
survived and was renewed for a five-year period in 1968.
Prices rose sharply in 19 70 and 19 72 and dis con tfmt: vli th
the workings of the agreement grew in consuming nations.
Against this was the producer desire for even ·Lighter
restrictions; part of their argument cited the adverse
impact of the dollar devaluations.
The ICA collapsed in
1972 when a group of 21 producers unilaterally reduced
exports. An interim arrang·ement \\'uS worJ:c;d out~ in 19 7 3,
but it contained no economic provisions. A new draft
coffee agreement has been proposed, this time with the
reinsertion of economic provisions, and the United States
has indicated a willingness to participate.
Mention should be made of attempts at. agreem("nts in
sugar and cocoa.
None of the post-war sugar agreements,
from 1954 to 1968 and 1968 to 1972, seem to have had much
of a price-raising effect. As always, this docs not
necessarily mean that they made no impact on prices, since
they might have stemmed what \vould have been a lar~)cccr
decline.
In any event; prices in 1954 (tl1c first~ year
of the initial post-war International Sugar Agreement or ISA)
fell by 4.4 percent. After dormancy in the mid-1960's, the
ISA was re-organized in 1968. Pr3.ces that year fell by
0.5 percent. And although prices went up in the general
price level changes in 1969-72, the economic provisions
were suspended in 1972 when sugar prices started their
most precipitous climb.
The provisions terminated
officially in 1973, and were not renewed due to disagreemen·t bet:vveen producers and impurt:c~rs on appropriate price
ranges.
As in the tin market., U.S. domest.ic policy has been
the driving force in the sugar market. The U.S. sugar
price was nearly always greater than the free market
price.
!f world supplies were large and the United States
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imported little, free rn~rkct prices plunged.
If supplies
were tiqht, bnt the Uni i:cd Sta_tes VJant:cd large imports,
it generally received them, even if for a short period
tJ1e free m<:rket price exceeded the U.S. price.
'l'he lo:1g-·
term be:c1efib'> t.o producing nat.ions of t:ltc U.S, proqram
were simply too great for those countrieG to risk not
fulfilling their quota.
~he ISA probably had only a
marginal effect on avero.ge sugar prices, but then only
because the United States was a willing buyer at the
higher.· prices.
I:n cococ. ·there v.rere t"~dO a.t'tcmp·ts to restrict: output
by producers in the 1960's. An effort in 1962 failed
due to t:lr.c L::.ck of coop::::ration of some Lc=d: in A.lneJ: ~J'<2n
producer~>.
The Cocoa P:t:·uducer:.::' Alliance, consi~:ti_,q
of Ghana, lJigcria r Brc; :;;:il; Ivory Coast, Ca1ncronn IZc;public,
and Tago, tried to withhold p~rt of the 1954-GS crop.
The
ffiO\/C~ f ai lt.~ c} ti l18 tC) U_J~i (2;;/C~n COIT!I;'J 1 i Lill C e 211 \.} ]'Je:C r:t 1.1 Sf~ CC).'i"l ;:.; ~Llill8L' E"
were able to out la_s·t th0! alliance by running dow:'' stocks.
'rhe Int.ernat:Lona.l Coc·oa Agrecmen~: of 1972 hc,_d. L:be uo:;ua1
features of a target~d price range and export quot2o.
Soon after the signing, prices soared above the ceiJ.ing
price, so the agreement. had no impa.ct.
Conclusion.

Concerted attempts to set higher prices
·t~ 01 f' .....
·i ve Y'"arc·
""XCC'l"
{· f·o,- t·.;
n
<J'n.l'
r< 1L1
,:,.. . . ,::, 1
~
v
1:) l-~
with higher concentration and entry barriers lasted longer.
Even vJhen they were operating the entry of non-mcmbei.-s, and
the expan~;ion of subs·ti·l:utcs and the occ~rrrence of price
cheating by rnembers <1ll severely curtailed price increases.
There were many techniques developed to deal with these
problems, but none were successful except that of obtaining
the assistance in price and entry control from the buyers.
In part.icu12r, the United States as consume}·:, in a number
of cases, acted to curtail activities which could or would
have reduced prices in consumer interest-s.
1
C'1"·"
U ..__,
L... c . .L ly--1--::;-;~;=-:~::c~c-~-) t.~---- t -t,l1rC'r·
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Conditions for future opera>cion of restrict-ive ogrcements are no diffe:cc~nt.
The number of countl~ies nov1 able
to provide supplies is certainly noi:: less then in the 1960 1 s,
and in most industries there are ready entrants.
There are
no ne';v mechanisms beycnc1 export controls and. admoni t.ion for
holding in line countries exceeding their quotas.
The only
source of new opt.imi;~m for oper.::tting sustained price increasing
agreements comes from the demand side - if buying countries
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hold up the higher prices they pay, then cheating would
no longer work.
W!1ether this additional initiative would
be forthcoming - against the interests of consumers in
the buying countries, including buying cow1tries that
are LDC's - is a political matter to be discussed below.

6:

Cor;clusions

The position of the consuming countries (or the
developc·d countriGs) on the". appropria·U.ons of comrnod:i.L:y
agreements is mixed.
Most hav~ rejected the use of
commodit·.y agreement.::.; to t:ransfer iJ'lcome to the LDC 's
via higher cornmodi ty prices.
HoivcT.:c;r r they hav.:c! agrePd
to consider com.rnodi ty a·JTeements on a case--by-case bo.si.s.
Gjven that the LDC 1 s have pushed for a comprehensive
sys·tem of commodity agreen"Lents, this is a dangerously
am.b.is-ruou~> policy.
1', clear policy on com:uodit:y agreements requires a
st.at.emont of the objectives t:o be served D.nd an indica.t..ion
of the appropriate means.
Behind these specific statements there must be a clear vision of the role that
con:uilcAh ty agreeTr.ents have t.o paly in the world's ecor:.omic
systJ.=:m.
The preceding chc.:p·ters have been directed ·to
these; i;:;suc-=os.

It is necessary to draw a sharp distinction between
t-v.m objectives of cornmodit. y a.grc~en'cccnts ancl t~ho. t. of
transferinq income and that. of achieving a :reduction
in period-to-period varlatj_ons in prices.
Price instability
has only a minor effect on incomes.
Pri
level increases
via rcE;tricti vc commodity a.greement.s cc;,n
,_ve a major effc:c t
on incomes.
Commodity agreement:.::> to increa~;E:: prices are directly
geared to suppliers' interests, while agrecrnc~nt.s ·to
reduce fluctuations can be to the good interests of
both buyers and sellers,.
iiiThether the agreement will
be successful in increasing prices, and whether it is
limited to reducing price fluctuations depends to a
significEmt extent:; on the provisions of tl-~c agre~;ment.
If an ng:n~emen·t is to be fmccessful in increasing prices:
it must have:
(l) a means for limiting output such as
export quotas and production controls; (2)
a means for
policing the agreement; and (3) a mo~ns for limiting entry.
If the agreement is to be limited Lo reducing price
fluctuations without: increasing the average level. of price,
(l), (2), and (3) would no·t be necessary, but other rat:her
special conditions set out in Chapter 3 must be satisfied.
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There are a vc:ry f(~w cases --- cot.ton, ~>uc:r<J r, j u-Lc:,
sisal, rubber --- in which pure buffer stocks m.iJjhL b:?
warranted on a ben2fit/cost basis.
This is not certain
and, for sugar and rubber, it is not even cert~in that
the LDC's would be net gainers.
The major point to be
recognized is that pure buffer stocks are at most a
very limited mechanism.
Cormnodi ty agrE.~E-;ments de::3iS:1ned t.o increa:.:oe pJ~icss
could be creai::ed in a number of case's, especi;crJ.ly- if
the buying countries supported a command fund to finance
the steps required in (1), (2), and (3) as well as to
finance the acqujsition of some stocks to be purchased
during excess supply periods.
However, both the structure
of tbe commodity markets and past. his-Lory sug<Jest that
such arrangements are unlikely to be successful for more
than three or four years.
Co~nodity agreement.s designed
to increase prices would not, therefore, ultimu~ely l1~ve
a signif.i cant impact. on development.
Furthermo:·:-e, as
commodity agreemen_ t;;; be~rain to fai 1, th::.cy wou1d pee sent
extremely devisivc issues.
The buying countries would,
by participating, be blamed for the failure and also
could be put in the posiLion of u::;ing its economic and
political power to arbitrate disputes amana the LDC's.
'l'wo conclusion;_; emerge frm~ this discussion.. First.,
in only those cases identified above should buffer stocks
be considered and even in those cases, the agreements
should embody strinqent limit;ttions.
Sscond, buyers and
sellers together should oppose the creation of agreements
designed to increase cormnodi ty prices.
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Date: September 5, 1976
SECRETARY S H10N

--

.-

Fr~m:

Charles ;vi . h'alker ~-·Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy

Sub jact:

Tax Bill -

Current evaluation

On Thurs::ay , SeptEIT';:,er 2, the Conference Conunittee
adjourn ed until S:::pte~.ber 8.
Its action as of September 2
left several ma jor items open for resolution . Attached is a
list of those items .
Also attached is a tabulati on listing all the tax
jssues presented to the Conference Committee .
The numbering
' system wds adopted in the spread sheets used by the Committee .
Following the full list of all items is a selected group of
items that I think will be particular interest .
The checked colurr~s show my evaluation of each item on
a scale of good , bad or indifferent , and in the good and bad
categori s, a breakdown of significant or not significant
items . Classifying an item as one about which I am indifferent ,
I mean to say it makes no difference whether the item is
adopted or dropped. ·Thu s these i terns can be ignored in
deciding whether to reco~mend signing the bill or vetoing
it.

I

The items still open involve the s ignificant issues of
tax shelters and minimum tax .
These go to the heart of "tax
reform " and also are flexible revenue gainers . Also open are
very expensive items relating to credit for child care
expenses (#39), tax exe~ption of sick pay (#40) , and extension
of IP~ benefits (#138).
Until conference action is concluded,
a final evaluation of the bill cannot be made .
The conference
reconvenes li\Tednesday, September 8.
It may \vell conclude by
the 9th or lOth.
In tallying the good and bad items , the breakdown
siginificant and not significant items is to aid in
reaching a "sign" or "veto" reco:r.Ti1endation .
The greatest
weight thus can be given to the tally of significant items .
The not significant iterr:s have a cummulative make weight
effect .
·- - ·
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Ex. Sec.

Some evaluation entries represent only my own ideas in
light of related developments in the bill. For example,
since the President's deepened tax cut proposal has been
rejected, the extension of existing tax credits and standard
deductions provided for in the bill (items #34-36) have been
marked as good. The extension of existing tax cuts were in
both the Eouse and Senate bills and thus were not in
conference. hDOther example is the capital gain item (#135)
increasing the holding period from 6 months to 1 year which
I show as bad.
i~hile we supported that move, it was in
tandem with the s lidin g scale proposal which neither House
nor Sen ate adopted and thus is absent from the bill. Without
the sliding scale, I think the longer holding period is bad,
but not enough so to tilt the recommendation significantly
toward a veto.
Preliminarily it should be noted that the following
items in the Administration's tax program were omitted from
the bill:
a. Omitted were the deepened tax cuts accomplished by
introducing a higher personal exemption , a simplified standard
deduction and rate reductions , while eliminating the refundable
earned income credit and the per exemption qeneral tax
credit. The deepened tax cut proposal was, of course, tied
to the spending restraint which is not in.the bill either.
b. Closing of ~ax shelters by means of LAL will
doubtless be replaced by other means. w~ile the Conference
Committee has not yet acted on tax shelters, it clearly is
not disposed to adopt LAL.
c. Repeal of withholding tax on interest and dividends
paid to foreign investors , urged by the Administration, will
not occur. Eowever, the exemption from tax of interest paid
on bank accounts of foreigners has been made permanent.
(Item #79)
d. The job creation incentive proposal designed to
provide jobs in areas of h i gh unemployment is not included
in the bill.
e. The electric utility tax package is not included in
the bill.
f.
The Broadened Stock Ownership Plan is not included
in the bill.

- 3 g. The sliding scale proposal for reducing the amount
of capital gain to be taxed according to the length of time
the asset is held is not in the bill.
h. The refundable credit for expenditures to insulate
a personal residence has been taken out of the bill along
with all the other energy related iteres.
i. Estate and gift tax changes substantially as proposed
by the Administration may yet be included. The subject is
still open before the Cc·:rnmittee .
If included , the following
appear likely to be the differences from the A&~inistration's
proposals:
1. The $60,000 exemption will be improved. The
Administration recommended an increase to $150,000,
phased-in over 5 years, accompanied by appropriate
rate changes. Both the Senate version and the Ways and
Mean s proposal have the same objective but use a credit
mechanism instead of an exemption. The results are
~ssentially the same.
2. Liqui dity problems for owners of farms
and small businesses were remedi€d by the Administration proposal to extend the time during which the tax
could be paid, and to charge a very low interest
rate on the deferred payments. Some similar, but not
adequate relief · has been included in the Senate
version . Still, it is a start in the right direction.
3. The Administration proposed a free interspousal transfer rule, i.e., a provision permitting
husbands and wives to transfer property to each other,
by gift or inheritance, without incurring a gift or
estate tax liability. The most that likely will emerge
is an enlargement of the marital deduction. This is
not adequate relief, although it is certainly a step
in the right direction.
4. There likely \vill be included a tax on
generation skipping transfers. Thus, if a father's
will leaves property in trust to provide income to
his son for life and at the son's death to provide for
distribution of the trust property to his grandson,
there would be a skipped generation. That is, under
present law there would be a tax at the father's
death on the value of property transferred to the trust
but there would not be a second tax on the trust
~roperty at the son's death.
The tax on a generation
skipping transfer would impose a tax on the value of
the trust at the son's death as though it were part
· of the son's estate.

.

.
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Not only is the proposal extremely complicated,
but it seriously impacts on legitimate, non-tax motivated
trust transfers to meet an infinite variety of personal
family needs .
5. There doubtless also will be included a
provision for special valuation of farms and probably
small businesses .
The Administration has not sponsored
such a m~asur e, but the 1976 Republican platform supports
it.
6.
It is uncertain ~hether there will be a
provision taxing capital gains at death, or alternatively
provisions carrying the decedents tax basis over to
his heirs . The Administration has gone on record as
opposing those measures .
·Attachments
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Date:
MEMORANDUM FOR:
i

September 5, 1976

SECRETARY SIMON

~~

From:

Charles M. Walker ~
Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy

Subject:

Tax Reform Act of 1976 (H. R. 10612 -- Conference Action
on International Boycotts)
The Conference Committee this past week adopted an international
boycott measure which appears to be significantly less restrictive
than the measure contained in the Senate Bill. This memorandum
briefly summarizes the Conference measure and attempts to assess
in general terms the measure's probable impact. It should be emphasized that this analysis is based upon the general decisions reached
by the Conferees on Wednesday and Thursday and upon a preliminary
drafting session held Friday morning. We will not be in a position to
fully evaluate the Conference measure until it is actually reduced to
writing, probably Tuesday or Wednesday, although further drafting
may be done Sunday or Monday.
I. Summary of the Conference Measure
A. Prohibited Boycott Practices
· The conferenc:!e measure, like the Senate measure, would extend
to three principal types of boycott activity:
1. discrimination on the basis of nationality, religion,
or race in terms of hiring or selecting employees,
managers or directors.

2. participation in a "secondary" boycott, i.e. , a
company agrees to refuse to do business with
a specified country.
3. participation in a "teritary" boycott, i.e., a
company agrees to refuse to do business-with
other companies which do business with a
specified country.
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-2It is important to note that the Conference measure
carves out several significant exceptions to the list of proscribed
practices. First, we understand that the Conference measure will
require, as an element of the offense, that a taxpayer both agree
to comply with one of the three boycott elements and in fact so comply.
Thus, it appears that the measure might not hit a taxpayer who doesn't
agree to participate in a boycott but participates anyway or a taxpayer
who agrees to participate but does not in fact participate. Second,
the term "boycott activity" will not apply where a country prohibits
bringing into that country goods produced in a specified second country.
Presumably this would allow an Arab country to prohibit the importation
of goods produced in Israel. Third, the term "boycott activity" will not
apply where a country prohibits the export of products obtained in that
country to any specified second country. This provision would appear
to allow Saudi Arabia, for example. to specify that oil from Saudi
fields not be sold to Israel.
B. Tax Sanctions
The Conference measure denies a taxpayer the benefits of
the foreign tax credit, DISC, and deferral with respect to a taxpayer's
boycott activity. The Conference deleted the denial of the employee
earned income exclusion as a tax sanction. The Senate bill would
have denied the various tax benefits with respect to all income from
all countries participating in a particular boycott, even if a taxpayer
were- participating·ih the boycott in only one country. The Conference measure however, would allow the taxpayer to obtain the various
tax benefits attributable to non-boycott activity in boycott countries.
For administrative purposes, the Conference measure assumes that,
once it is established that a taxpayer has participated in a boycott, other
transactions in the same or other countries participating in that boycott are boycott related. The taxpayer, however, is allowed to
establish on an activity-by-activity basis that it is not participating
in the boycott.
The application of the activity-by-activity concept will determine to a significant extent the actual economic effect of the Conference
measure. The discussions at the preliminary drafting session suggest
that the statute will be vague in this regard, leaving the administration
of the concept largely to Treasury's discretion. The Joint Committee
staff appears to have in mind differentiation on a country-by-country
basis and along various lines of business. This will probably result in
a substantial administrative burden on Treasury. It may also result in
a significant easing of the magnitude of the various tax sanctions.

-3The Senate bill did not specify precisely how the actual
amount of the denied tax benefits was to be computed. The Conference
measure, however, specifically would set forth a proportional test
for determining the extent to which tax benefits are to be denied. The
Conference approach denies the various tax benefits in accordance ·
with the ratio of the value of the sales or purchases of goods and
services arising from boycott activity to the total value of the taxpayer's foreign sales or purchases of goods and services. The Joint
Committee staff would like to provide the taxpayer with the option
to trace and compute the actual tax benefits attributable to the boycott activity. It is not clear if this option would be acceptable to the
Conferees.
II.

Impact of the Conference Measure

It appears that the Conference international boycott measure
would be significantly less restrictive than the Senate measure. The
preliminary drafting session suggested that many critical provisions
of the measure will be left vague and hence subject to the Treasury's
administrative discretion. The critical sections appear to be the
following:

A. Exceptions to Procribed Boycott Practices
The definition of boycott activity would not prevent a country
from prohibiting the importation of goods produced in another country,
nor preclude a coup.try from preventing the exportation of products
obtained in that country to another country. If these exceptions are
broadly interpreted, the most significant aspects of the Arab boycott
would not result in tax sanctions. The exportation exclusion should
be particularly significant with respect to the oil companies.
B. Requirement of Both Boycott Agreement and Conduct
If the Conference measure, as drafted, requires both an
agreement to participate in a boycott and conduct consistent with
that agreement, much of the current boycott activity would not result
in tax sanctions if the Arabs are willing to forego the requirement
of written agreements. Much of the boycott may be continued through
informal understandings. This requirement should also allow transactions to take place without penalty where the Arabs are requiring
a written agreement but not enforcing them, i.e., allowing conduct
inconsistent with the boycott.
-

-4-

C. Activity-by-Activity Differentiation
The activity-by-activity concept ensures that the punishment fits the crime. Where taxpayers participate in the boycott on
a selective basis. whether by country to country or whether by
product to product. tax benefits will be denied only with respect to
the boycott activity. This assumes that the taxpayer will seek to
overcome the statutory presumption that any boycott activity taints
all transactions in a boycott country. Many taxpayers may be able
to overcome the presumption.
III.

Conclusion

The discussion set forth in this memorandum represents our
·extrapolation of the general decisions reached by the Conference and
the thoughts expressed at Friday morning's preliminary drafting session. It should be emphasized that a number of the mitigating features
of the measure have been suggested by the Joint Committee staff and
may not be acceptable to the Ribicoff forces. The Conference staff
plans to have a first draft of the international boycott provisions on
Sunday or Monday. We will then be better able to assess the measure's
likely impact.
·
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Gerald L. Parsky

Tax Reform Act of 1976 (HR 10612)
· Eva1ua·ti·on ·o:f: Con~eh'ce· i:onttri:t-te·e: ·Ac!'t'ion
Good: Significant (S) and Not Significant (NS) items
Bad:
Significant (S) and Not Significant (NS) items
Indifferent:
(IndifJ

s

Good
NS

s

Bad
NS

Titles I and II
LAL and other tax shelter provisions
1 - 30

(open issues)

Title III
Minimum and Maximum Tax
3~

- 33

(open issues)

Title IV Individual Tax Reductions
34

Per capita tax credit of $35 througtr 1977

X

35

Standard deduction - 1975 increases made permanent

X

36

Earned income credii extended through 1977

X

37

Refunds from earned income credit are to be
disregarded in determining eligibiliy for
assistance benefits

X

Title V
Tax Simplification
38

Alimony is made an above-the-line deduction

39

Child care expense

40

Sick pay

41

Moving expenses - increased to $3,000 deduction
househunting expense. Special rule for military

X

(open issue)

..

(open issue)

42

Tax simplification study by Joint Committee

43

Deleted from bill.

Treasury simplification study

X

X

- -

-

- -

IS

BS

s

NS

Title VI
Business related individual provisions
·44

Deduction for business use of homes - tightened

X

45

Deduction for expense of rented vacation homes
- tightened

X

Deduction for attending foreign convention tightened

X

47

Repeal qualified stock option rules

X

48

Capital loss treatment of nonbusiness loan
guarantees

X

46

·~~

Legislators travel expenses (open issue)

Title VII
Accumulation trusts
50

•
••
Accumulation trust - Capital gain throwb~ck rules

Title VIII .
Capital· formation
51

I

X

.

,•,

Investment credit - used property limit of
$100,000 extended through 1980

X

52

10 percent investment credit extended through 1980

X

53

FIFO use of investment credit carryover

X

54

Deleted from bill: Extension of expiring
investment credit

- - -

55

ESOP - 1 percent investment credit plus 0.5% if
employees contribute equal amount - apply
through 1980

56

Deleted from bill: prohibition of certain ESOP
regulations

57

Task force to study stock ownership expansion

- x

- - -

- X

~

ws s

Bad

NS

58

Investment credit for movies

59

One-half investment credit for vessels constructed
with money from tax free capital construction
fund

X

Eligibility for capital construction fund benefits
extended from 5 ton to 2 ton requirement for
commercial fishing vessels

X

60

61
62
~)3

X

Net operating losses: elect to use 2 more years
forward
Tighten rules to prevent trafficing in operating
losses

:X

X

Deleted from bill: credit for artist's donation of
art works to charity

-- - -

Title IX
Small Business provisions
64

Continues corporate tax rate reduction and
exemption increas,e
through 1977
'.

X

.·

Title X
Changes in the treatment of foreign income
65
66
67
68
69

70

Exemption of income earned abroad - tightened and
reduced from 20,000 to 15,000
Joint returns ok'd for
alien

u.s.

x··

citizen married to

Foreign trust income taxed to grantor where
beneficiary is u.s. person

X

X

Accumulation distribution of foreign trust bears
additional tax equivalent to interest

X

Unrealized appreciation in assets transferred to
foreign entities subject to increased excise
tax or, at taxpayer's option, to income tax on
the gain

X

in U.S. property by controlled foreign.
corporations: permits portfolio investments and
investments in drilling rigs

In~estment

X

-

Bad

~.

71
72

73
74

75

RS

Shipping profits of foreign corporations provisions eased
Deleted from bill: would have changed and made
difficult to administer rules re base company
sales income
derived from sales of agricultural
products not grown in the u.s.

X

- - -

Foreign tax credit determined on overall basis per country limitation repealed (some questions
may still be open
Permits recapture of foreign losses (transitional
rules for u.s. posessions and Puerto Rico may
still be open)

Foreign oil and gas extraction income - 48 percent
cap on foreign tax credit
~

X

77

Underwriting income is sourced at place of risk

X

78

Foreign.· tax credit ·'tules of 2nd tier subs apply
also ~o 3rd tier ·.subs

X

80
81

82
83

.•

Tax exemption is made permanent for interest on
bank deposits of foreign owners

X

Transfers to foreign comporations no longer require
IRS ruling in advance

X

Income from contiguous country branches of domestic
life insurance companies not taxed until
repatriated

X

Improve tax treatment of corporations conducting
business in Puerto Rico and u.s. possessions

X

Repeal provisions relative to China Trade Act
corporations - 3 year phase out

X

84 Denies benefits of DISC deferral and foreign tax
credit to taxpayers participating in Arab
bo~cott of Isreal - see descriptive memo.
Foreign
br~bes deemed a distribution to u.s. parent
company and may not reduce earnings and profits
cf foreign subsidiary.

-

X

X

79

-

X

Refinement of foreign tax credit computation where
there are capital gains

76

s RS

,.

)/..

s

RS

IS

Bad
liS

Title X I
DISC
85

DISC - incremental approach adopted. About 2/3 of
DISC benefits preserved. Only 1/2 military
sales qualify. Agricultural products qualify

X

Title XII
Administrative provisions
86
87
.

. ..

Publication of private IRS rulings.
names not to be disclosed

Taxpayers

Disclosure of tax return information restricted.
Justice Department access is had in certain
prescribed nontax criminal cases

X

X

''

88

Income tax return preparers - requirements imposed

89

Jeopardy assessments are made contestable by
taxpayer
•
•
Administrative 3rd party summons: taxpayers are
given right to co~test. Justice Dept. objects

90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97

X

X

X

.

Tax abatement can be' :·requested by taxpayer whose
assessments due to math or clerical error

X

Requires Federal withholding of state income taxes
from military personnel

X

Requires Federal withholding of state and local
income taxes from National Guard or Ready Reserve

X

Permits federal withholding of state income taxes
from federal employees so requesting

?C

Definition of City for purposes of withholding
already enacted - PL 94-355
Withholding on winnings from state lotteries over
$5,000 and certain horse race winnings
Self employment status (no withholding) for
crewmen on fishing boats with crew less than 10

--

-

-

X

)

~

IS
98
~9

100
101

102

Deleted from bill: withholding of state income tax
for certain legislative officers

•s s

- -. -

1-

Minimum amount exempt from levy - $50/week

:x

Jurisdictional amount for Joint Committee referred
cases raised from $100,000 to $200,000

X

Social Security numbers can be used for state and
local tax administration, drivers licences,·i .
motor vehicle registration and for locating
runaway parents

X

IRS has authority to waive interest on math errors
on returns prepared by IRS

103· Deleted from bill: award of costs arid attorney
fees (max, $10,000) to taxpayers who win tax
litigation

liS

X

~

- -

~

-

Title XIII
Miscellaneous provisions
· 104

105
106
107

Lending·institutioniwhich obtain stock in a
cooper-ative housing company treated as a
tennant-stockholder for up to 3 years

X

X

Defer due date of tax owed on certain 1972 disaster
relief payments
Allows deduction for certain types of worthless
debts owed by political parties

X

Exemption from tax of interest on bonds issued to
finance certain student loans

108

Pre-publication expenses of publishers (open issue)

109

Income from intangible property leased with
tangible property is rent, not royalty income
for personal holding company purposes

110

Accelerates and expands work incentive credit

111

Repeal excise tax on certain parts for light duty
-trucks

X

X

X

X
X

X

13
112

113
114

Exemption from manufacturer's excise tax for
certain articles resold after certain modifications

X

Applies to partnerships the same tax rule applied
proprietorships on transfer of franchises

X

Deleted from bill: Reversal of IRS ruling on employe
reporting of tips income (IRS to defer for 2 yrs
enforcement of this ruling)

115

Pollution control facilities - 5 year amortization
and investment credit (open issue)

116.

Defines as "agricultural" the harvesting 'Of·~quatic
resources, thus permitting a fishing organization
to be a tax exempt agricultural organization
to receive lower postal rates

117

•s

Subchapter S Corporation maximum stockholders
increased from 10 to 15. See als~ item 248

.
enacted

s

RS

.

-..

-

- -

-

.
X

X

•

118

Innocent spouse relief provision
in 1971
would be made retroactive to 1962 for ariy years
still .open

.

~

', ... '

119
120
121
122

Ease the~ limitations·on percentage depletion which
the 1975 statute left unclear

X

Make it easier for states to "piggyback" the
federal tax provisions

X

Discharge of certain student loans will not be
taxed as income
Tax benefit of 1 year corporate liquidation
extended to simultaneous liquidation of
subsidiary

123

Prohibits state taxation of barges using navigable
waters (open issue)

124

Contributions to water and sewer utilities in aid
of construction will not be taxable to them

125

Prohibits states from taxing generation or transmission of electricity if it is discriminatory
against out-of-state users

X

X

X

X

•s

IS

126

127
128
129

I

s

.

Provides deduction for cost of removing architectural and transportational barriers to handicappe (
and elderly

X

Statistics of Income published by Treasury must
show adjusted gross income and economic income
Deleted from bill: report on tax increases
resulting from inflation
Historic structures - tax benefits provided for
rehabilitation of, and tax advantages denied to
taxpayers who demolish, historic structures

X

:-

- - -

132

133

.

X

Extends net operating loss carryover' period for
5 additional yea~s (to total of 20 years) in
case Qf losses attributed to Cuban expropriation

X

I

Title XIV
Capital Gains and Losses

I

134

135

X

Exclusion of countries which aid and abet international terrorists from preferrential tariff
treatment
~

Deleted ·from bill: study of tax treatment of
married and single persons

Increase from $1,000 to $2,000 in 1977 and to
$3,000 in 1978 the amount of ordinary income
against which capital losses may be offset

- - -

-

X

Increase holding period for long-term capital gains
to 9 months in 1977 and to 12 months in 1978.
The 6 month period continues for farm commodity
future contracts.
(The sliding scale provision
was not in conference; was in neither the House
nor Senate bill)

X

Title xvgension and Insurance Taxation
1~6--Individual

retirement account (IRA) made available
"£or spouse: $1,750 for worker and spouse jointly

-

X

Supplemental security income is continued unreduced
for an additional 12-months for certain disaster
victims
131

ItS

X

-

IS
137

NS

X

IAA made available to persons inadequately covered
by an employer plan: possibly extended to
participants in a government plan (open issue)

139

Members of Armed Forces Reserves and National Guar d
may qualify for an IRA

1~1
.-..r---·

s

HR-10 plan percentage limitations will not apply
where adjusted gross income does not exceed
$15,000

138

140

RS

X

Contributions for tax-sheltered annuities can be
made to closed end investment companies as well
as to open end mutual funds
Allows a pension fund to invest in an insurance 00
segregated asset account in lieu of a trust

X

.
X

142 · Extend to 1978 a Congressional study of salary
reduction plans: meanwhile freezing status quo

X

•

143

Permitting consolidated returns of life insurance
companies with non-life companies (ope~. issue)

144

For tax-ation of lif~ insurance companies, the time
for which a polid~ is issued or renewed includes
the period for which the insurer guarantees
renewability

145

No provision - separate legislation (PL 94-267)
handled. Pension Plan rollover to IRA

X

- -

- -

-

-

-

Title XVI
Real Estate Investment Trusts
146155 Real estate investment trusts - technical amendment.&-- no controversy

X

Title XVII
Railroad Provisions
156

Deleted from bill: 10 year amortization of railroa d
track accounts

157

Al~ows

special expensing rules for improved railrbad ties

- X.

-

Bad

IS

158

159

RS

Railroads may use.investment credits up to
100 percent of tax liability (instead of
50 percent under current law) for 1976 and
1977, declining 10 percent per year after
1977 until returned to 50 percent in 1982

s

RS

X

Airlines, same use of investment credit as
#158 for railroads

X

"

Title XVIII
Tax Credit for Home Garden Tools
J.6'q

Deleted from bill: 7 percent investment credit
for first $100 of garden tool expenses

Title XIX
Repeal of Obsolete Provisions
161

"Deadwood" provisions adopted

Title XX
Energy

~Reiated

•
••

- -

-

- -

-

X

Prov·,isions

162176 Energy-related provisions were deleted from the

bill.

- -

To be the subject of a separate bill

- -

Title XXI
Tax Exempt Organizations
177
178
179
180

181

Technical easing of self dealing rules of private
foundations relating to leased property

X

Permits private foundations "set-asides" without
prior IRS approval under temporary relaxed rules

X

Reduces to 5 percent the mandatory payout requirement of private foundations

X

Extends from December 31, 1975 to December 31,1977
time in which to modify charitable bequests to
qualify for charitable remainder deductions
Deleted from bill: reduce from 4 percent to
2 percent excise tax on investment income of
private foundations-

X

- - -

-

-

BS

IS
182

183

Exempts from unrelated business income tax the
income from fairs and expositions which promote
certain public entertainment activities; also
exempts income from certain conventions and trade
shows

s

Bad

HS

X

-

Charitable organization may bring suit to determin
its right to tax exemption as a charity

X

184

Deleted from bill:
trust fund

- - -

- -

185

Deleted from bill: babysitters as independent
contractors and not employees of placement agency

- - -

-

18~

Deleted from bill: private foundation qualifying
distributions could include $200 to miscellaneous
civic groups

- - -

- -

. ...

~

: ~-

establishment ,· of alcoholism

Title XXII
Estate and Gift Tax Provision

.

187208 Estate and gift tax.

-

•

.
(open issue)

'

',J··._,J

Title XXIII
Other Amendments
209

Gain on condemnation of outdoor advertising display :;
need not be recognized if proceeds are reinvested in real property though not relat€d ~o
advertising

X

210

Changes bracket system of taxing certain cigars

X

211

Broadens the circumstances denying capital gain
treatment on sales between certain parties:
includes commonly controlled corporations; parent ~;
adult children; trusts, estate or partnership
in which taxpayer is a beneficiary or partner

212

Excludes from income through 1979 amounts received
under Armed Forces Health Professions Scholar~hip Program

- 213 -·oeleted from bill:
214

\X

Deleted from bill:

tax counseling for the elderly
Commission on value added tax

X

- - - - -

-

-

- -

s
215
216

Exchange funds - further tax free transfers to
partnership funds prohibited

u.s.

s

Bad
liS

X

Prevents premature taxation of income to
shareholders of subchapter S corporations receiving distributions of previously taxed income

Title XXIV
217

liS

I

X

1 >·•:.:__."
--·"•
- -- -.
__;- 1
International Trade Commission'

International Trade Commission voting procedure
clarified - not tax policy issue

X

218221
.....
.·

Deleted from bill: International Trade Commission
items to be in separate bill

Title XXV

-

- - -

Additional Miscellaneous Amendroents

222 Government publications held by a ta~payer will not
be treated as capital assets in his han~s
223
224

225
226

-

Permits. lobbying by'_.public charities (other than
churcbes), subjedt to certain expenditure tests

X

X

Exempt organization: "acquisition indebtedness" doe ~
not include indebtedness for state and local
taxes secured by a lien on the property until
due and payable

X

Extends transitional rule for sale of certain nonexcess business holdings to disqualified persons

X

Excludes from a private foundation~ net income
amounts of imputed interest on sales made before
January 1, 1970

X

Title XXVI
Other Miscellaneous Amendments
227
228
229

Joint Committee and Treasury to study tax
incentives
oereted from bill:
expenses

X

credit for college tuition

The $5 million small issue exemption increased to
$20 million for private hospitals. (Open issue)

- - I

...;.

-

Bad
ItS

s

ts_ ItS
230

231

232

.

Contributions and benefits under qualified group
legal services will be excluded from employees
income. Applies for 5 years only - Treasury and
Labor to report in 4 years on how it is working
Tax exempt hospitals not taxed on unrelated income
receipts for providing certain services to small
hospitals if provided at cost

X

X

.

Adds clinical services to services permitted by
cooperative service organizations

X

Title XXVII
-.. ·· Addi tiona! Senate Floor Amendments
233'

234

Permits corporations to deduct donations to charity
of food, clothing, medical equipment, limited to
basis of donated property plus 1/2 of appreciation of inventory property but not to exceed
twice basis

J

I

236

237

238

239

X

Del~ted: from bill: tax credit for certain :costs of

individuals engagihg in national or international
sport~ competition$
·235

--

- - -

Establishes charitable tax exempt status for organi zations whose primary purpose is to foster
national and international sports competition.

-

-

'

X

Provides that Pension Benefit Guaranty Col!p. is to
be exempt from all federal taxes except social
security and unemployment taxes
·

l!

Allows owner-employee of HR-10 plan to make level
annuity contract payments without regard to the
overall 25 percent limitation

X

Permits taxpayer to treat certain lump sum pension
distributions as ordinary income with the 10 year
income averaging rule

X

Treats gain from lapse of an option and gain or los s
from a closing transaction in options to be
treated. as short term cap1tal gain or loss, not
~~ ordinary income or loss

24....0 _permits "£low through" of tax exempt interest to
shareholders of mutual funds

~

X

X

·-

I_

•s

241

Deleted from bill: establishment of Commission on
Tax Simplification and Modernization

242

Extends common trust fund treatment to cover
custodial accounts, such as uniform gifts to
minors accounts

X

Permits depletion to be retained on property
transferred between certain controlled groups

X

243
24~

Allows noncustodial parent to receive exemption for
child if he or she contributes at least $1,200
for each of the children

s

- - -

liS

-. I

·-

.
X

Extends to 3 years (previously 2 years) period
within which replacement real property can be
purchased to prevent recognition of gain pm
involuntary conversion of real property. Deleted
proposal to remove the "like kind" requirement
for replacement-property
.

I
246

Increases to $35,000 (previously $2q,OOO).amount of
gain elderly taxpayers can exclude from.income
on sale of princiHal
·
.. residence

X

·x

,

24 7

Deleted :from bill: :··:exemption from tax for certain
mutual deposit guarantee funds

- - -

248

In counting the permitted number of shareholders
for subchapter S corporations, a spouse and
estate of deceased spouse will be one if both
would have counted as one before spouse's death,
grantor trusts amd voting trusts are el~gible
shareholders. See also item 117

X

I

I
249

250

-

Extends IRA availability to members of voluntary
fire departments if benefit from private plan
does not exceed $150 per month

-

X

Permits cash method farmers to defer for one year
income from livestock sold on account of drought
conditions

X

'·

Selected Group of Items of Particular Interest

I I

I

·44

Deduction for business use of homes - tightened

45

Deduction for expense of renteq vacation homes
- tightened

46

Deduction for attending foreign convention tightened

47

Repeal qualified stock option rules

51

Investment credit - used property limit of
$100,000 extended through 1980

52

10 percent investment credit extended through 1980

53

FIFO use of investment credit carryover

55

ESOP - 1 percent investment credit plus 0.5% if
employees contribute equal amount - apply
through 1980

.......'

Deleted from bill : .-:credit for artist·• s donation of
art ~orks to charity

J
64

Continues corporate tax rate reduc~ion and
exemption increas,e
through 1977
,.

67

Foreign trust income taxed to grantor where
beneficiary is u.s. person

76

Foreign oil and gas extraction income - 48 percent
cap on foreign tax credit
•

79

Tax exemption is made permanent for interest on
bank deposits of foreign owners

I

·.

(

84 Den! es benefits of DISC deferral ~nd foreion tax
credit to taxpayers participating in Arib
boycott of Isreal - see descriptive memo. Foreign
bribes de~med a distribution to U.S. parent
company and rn:y not reduce earnings and profits '
of foreign subsidiary.
85

DISC - incremental approach adopted. About 2/3 of
DISC benefits preserved. Only 1/2 military
sales qualify. ~sricultural procucts q~alify

86 .fublication of private IRS rulings.
- names not to be disclosed

Taxpayers

87

Disclosure of tax return information restricted.
Justice Department access is had in certain
prescribed nontax criminal cases

90

Administrative 3rd p~rty summons: taxpayers are
given right to co~test. Justice Dept. objects
1

,,.~

101

Social Security n~ffi~ers can be used for state and
local tax adrnjnistration, drivers licences,
notor vehicle registra t ion ana for locating
rur:a-...'ay parents

124

Contributions to ~ater and sewer utilities in aid
of construction will not be ta~: able to them

129

Historic struct~res - ~ax benefits provided for
retabilitation of, and tax a~van~ages denied to
taxpayers ~ho demolish, historic structures

131

Exclusion of countries which aid and abet international terrorists from preferrential tariff
treatment
~

134

Increase from $1,000 to $2,000 in 1977 and to
$3,COO in 1978 the amount of ordinary income
against which capital losses ~ay be offset

135

Increase holding period for long-term capital gains!
to 9 months in 1977 and to 12 months in 1978.
!
The 6 Etonth period continues for farm cmnmodi ty
i
future contracts.
(The sliding scale provision
~as not in conference~ was in neither the House
nor Senate bill)

158

~ailroads ~&y use investment credits up to
100 per~E~t cf tax liabili~y {~~st~ad of
50 ?~L~~nt under current la~) for 1976 and

1977, declining 10 perce~~ ?2r year after
1977 until rct~rned to 50 ~s ~ c~~t i~ 1982
159

A i r: i~~ s,

~~sa

fer

se~e

u se

o~

railrcc~s

I

179

Reduces to 5 percent the mandatory payout requirement of p~ivate fddndations

181

Deleted from bill: reduce from 4 percent to
.. 2 percent excise tax on investment income of
private foundations

183

Charitable organization rnay bring suit to determin4
its right to tax ex~~~tio~ !S a charity

. 223

Permits- lobbying by'public charities (other than
churcbes), subject to certain expenditure tests

228

De~eted

230

contributions and benefits under qualified group
leoal services will be excluded from employees
i~ ~o~e.
Applies for 5 years only ~ T:easurr.and
~abor to report in 4 y~ars on how 1t 1s worK1ng

from bill:
expenses

credit for college tuition

246

Increases to $35,000 (previously $26,000).amount of
gain elderly taxpayers can exclude from.income
on sale of princiBal residence
·

,

;

,I

Open Issues

39

Child care expense

40

Sick pay

49

Legislators travel expenses

108

Pre-publication expenses of publishers

115

Pollution control facilities - 5 year amortization
and investment credit

123

Prohibits state taxation of barges using navigable
waters

138

IR~

143

Permitting cor.solidated returns of life insurance
companies with non-life companies ·

nade available to p rsons inadequately covered
by an employer plan; possibly extended to
participant s in a government plan

.

187- ·
208 Estate and gift ta*.
,.
229

The $5 million small issue exemption increased to
$20 million for private hospitals.

Titles I and II
LAL and other tax shelter provisions
1 - 30

(open issue s)

Title III
Minimum and Maximum Tax

31 - 33

•

Deleted Items
The following items deleted from the bill significantly
improved it:

54

Deleted from bill: Extension of expiring
investment credit

56

Deleted from bill: prohibition of certain ESOP
regulations
Deleted from bill: credit for artist's donation of
art works to charity

J

72

.

103

Deleted from bill: would have changed and made
difficult to administer rules re base company
sales income
derived from sales of acrricultural
products not grown in the U.S.
•
Deleted from bill: award of qosts and attorney
fees (max, $10,000) to taxpayers who win tax
litigation

114

Deleted from bill: Reversal of IRS ruling on employet
reporting of tips incc~e
{IRS to defer f or 2 yrs
en f orcement of this ruling)

156

Deleted from bill: 10 year antortization of railroad
track accounts
Deleted from bill: 7 percent invesL~ent credit
for f i rst $100 of garden tool expenses

162176 Energy-related provisions were deleted from the
bill. To be the subject of a separate bill

184

Deleted from bill:
trust fund

18~

Deleted from bill: babysitters as independent
contractors and not employees of plac~~ent agency

186

De:~ted.fro~ bill: ~r~vate foundation qualifying
a7s~r1but1ons coula 1nclude $200 to rniscellaneou 5
c1v1c groups

..

establiEhrnen t

of alcoholism

· - 213 ··neleted from bill:

tax counseling for the · elderly

218221. Deleted from bill: International Trade Commission
items to be in separate bill

..

228

De~eted

from bill:
expenses

...•

credit for college tuition

Deletion of the following
items was unfortunate

181

Deleted from bill: reduce from 4 percent to
.. 2 percent excise tax on investment income of
private foundations ·

'

•
24 7

Deleted ·- from bill: · 'exemption from tax for certain
mutual deposit guarantee funds

.....•

-------
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

----,

September 5, 1976

SECRETARY SIMON

if

From:

Charles M. Walker
Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy

Subject:

Tax Reform Act of 1976 (H. R. 10612 -- Conference Action
on International Boycotts)
The Conference Committee this past week adopted an international
boycott measure which appears to be significantly less restrictive
than the measure contained in the Senate Bill. This memorandum
briefly summarizes the Conference measure and attempts to assess
in general terms the measure's probable impact. It should be emphasized that this analysis is based upon the general decisions reached
by the Conferees on Wednesday and Thursday and upon a preliminary
drafting session held Friday morning. We will not be in a position to
fully evaluate the Conference measure until it is actually reduced to
writing, probably Tuesday or Wednesday, although further drafting
may be done Sunday or Monday.
I. Summary of the Conference Measure
A. Prohibited Boycott Practices
The conference measure, like the Senate measure, would extend
to three principal types of boycott activity:

1. discrimination on the basis of nationality, religion,
or race in terms of hiring or selecting employees,
managers or directors.

2. participation in a "secondary" boycott, i.e., a
company agrees to refuse to do businesS"Wi:lh
a specified country.
3. participation in a "teritary" boycott, i.e., a
company agr~es to refuse to do busine'SS""with
other companies which do business with a
specified country.
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-2It is important to note that the Conference measure
carves out several significant exceptions to the list of proscribed
practices. First. we understand that the Conference measure will
require. as an element of the offense. that a taxpayer both agree
to comply with one of the three boycott elements and in fact so comply.
Thus. it appears that the measure might not hit a taxpayer who doesn 1t
agree to participate in a boycott but participates anyway or a taxpayer
who agrees to participate but does not in fact participate. Second.
the term "boycott activity" will not apply where a country prohibits
bringing into that country goods produced in a specified second country.
Presumably this would allow an Arab country to prohibit the importation
of goods produced in Israel. Third. the term ''boycott activity" will not
apply where a country prohibits the export of products obtained in that
country to any specified second country. This provision would appear
to allow Saudi Arabia. for example. to specify that oil from Saudi
fields not be sold to Israel.
B. Tax Sanctions
The Conference measure denies a taxpayer the benefits of
the foreign tax credit. DISC. and deferral with respect to a taxpayer 1s
boycott activity. The Conference deleted the denial of the employee
earned income exclusion as a tax sanction. The Senate bill would
have denied the various tax benefits with respect to all income from
all countries participating in a particular boycott. even if a taxpayer
were participating in the boycott in only one country. The Conference measure however. would allow the taxpayer to obtain the various
tax benefits attributable to non-boycott activity in boycott countries.
For administrative purposes. the Conference measure as~umes that •.
once it is established that a taxpayer has participated in a boycott. other
transactions in the same or other countries participating in that boycott are boycott related. The taxpayer. however. is allowed to
establish on an activity-by-activity basis that it is not participating
in the boycott.
The application of the activity-by-activity concept will determine to a significant extent the actual economic effect of the Conference
measure. The discussions at the preliminary drafting session suggest
that the statute will be vague in this regard. leaving the administration
of·the concept largely to Treasury's discretion. The Joint Committee
staff appears to have in mind differentiation on a country-by-country
basis and along various lines of business. This will probably result in
a substantial administrative burden on Treasury. It may also result in
a significant easing of the magnitude of the various tax sanctions.

-3The Senate bill did not specify precisely how the actual
amount of the denied tax benefits was to be computed. The Conference
measure. however. specifically would set forth a proportional test
for determining the extent to which tax benefits are to be denied. The
Conference approach denies the various tax benefits in accordance
with the ratio of the value of the sales or purchases of goods and
services arising from boycott activity to the total value of the taxpayer's foreign sales or purchases of goods and services. The Joint
Committee staff would like to provide the taxpayer with the option
to trace and compute the actual tax benefits attributable to the boycott activity. It is not clear if this option would be acceptable to the
Conferees.
ll.

Impact of the Conference Measure

It appears that the Conference international boycott measure
would be significantly less restrictive than the Senate measure. The
preliminary drafting session suggested that many critical provisions
of t..~e measure will be left vague and hence subject to the Treasury's
administrative discretion. The critical sections appear to be the
following:
A. Exceptions to Procribed Boycott Practices

The definition of boycott activity would not prevent a country
from prohibiting the importation of goods produced in another country.
nor preclude a country from preventing the exportation of products
obtained in that country to another country. If these exceptions are
broadly interpreted. the most significant aspects of the Arab boycott
would not result in tax sanctions. The exportation exclusion should
be particularly significant with respect to the oil companies.
B. Requirement of Both Boycott Agreement and Conduct
If the Conference measure. as drafted. requires both an
agreement to participate in a boycott and conduct consistent with
that agreement. much of the current boycott activity would not result
in tax sanctions if the Arabs are willing to forego the requirement
of written agreements. Much of the boycott may be continued through
informal understandings. This requirement should also allow transactions to take place without penalty where the Arabs are requiring
a written agreement but not enforcing them. i.e •• allowing conduct
inconsistent with the boycott.
-

-4C. Activity-by-Activity Differentiation
The activity-by-activity concept ensures that the punishment fits the crime. Where taxpayers participate in the boycott on
a selective basis. whether by country to country or whether by
product to product. tax benefits will be denied only with respect to
the boycott activity. This assumes that the taxpayer will seek to
overcome the statutory presumption that any boycott activity taints
all transactions in a boycott country. Many taxpayers may be able
to overcome the presumption.
III.

Conclusion

The discussion set forth in this memorandum represents our
extrapolation of the general decisions reached by the Conference and
the thoughts expressed at Friday morning's preliminary drafting session. It should be emphasized that a number of the mitigating features
of the measure have been suggested by the Joint Committee staff and
may not be acceptable to the Ribicoff forces. The Conference staff
plans to have a first draft of the international boycott provisions on
Sunday or Monday. We will then be better able to assess the measure's
likely impact.
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